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DEFINITION OF TERMS  

 

ACRONYMS  - AND ABBREVIATIONS  

C.E.C   -County Executive Committee  

CoB   - Controller of Budget  

IFMIS  -Integrated Financ e Management Information 

System  

TA - Transition Authority  

CIDP -County Integrated Development Plan  

ADP - Annual Development Plan  
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PREFACE  

 

Mr Sp eaker Sir,  

It is my honour and pleasure to present to this House, the  report  

of special committee established to inve stigate on the proposed 

removal from office of the executive c ommittee member for 

finance Mr  David C heruiyot  

Mandates of the Committee  

Mr Speaker Sir,  

Pursuant to Standing order 66 (6), the Special Committee  as 

constituted was mandated to - 

(a) Investigate the matter; and  

(b) Report to the Assembly within ten days on whether it finds the 

Particulars of the Allegations against the CEC Finance Mr  David 

Cheruiyot to have been substantiated.  

The Committee, in the execution of its mandate, was guided by 

the provisions of the Constitution ,the County Governments Act 

2012  and its own rules of procedure.  

Committee Membership  

The Committee comprises the following Members of County 

Assembly: - 

1.  The Hon. Robert Serbai, MCA    Chairperson  

2.  The Hon. TapleleiRotich, MCA    Vice Chairperson  

3.  The Hon. Reuben Langat, MCA    Member  
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4.  The Hon. EvalineChepkemoi , MCA   Member  

5.  The Hon. Julius K orir, MCA    Member  

6.  The Hon. Wilson Keter , MCA    Member  

7.  The Hon. SamwelBor , MCA    Member  

8.  The Hon. Samson  Towett , MCA    Member  

9.  The Hon. John Chepkwony, MCA   Member  

10.  The Hon. Rose Boi yon, MCA   Member  

11.  The Hon. BenardNgeno , MCA   Member  

12.  The Hon. Philip Siel e, MCA   Member  

13.  The Hon. Leah Kirui,  MCA  Member  
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COMMITTEE SITTINGS  

 

Mr Speaker Sir,  

The Committee held a total of nine meetings (9) and two (2) 

meetings where  the committee went to Kericho  Tea research 

foundation for a report writing exercise. The other 9 meetings was 

utilized by the committee in Elect ion of the Chair and the vice 

chairperson, Adoption of rules of procedure, confirmation and 

adoption of the charges, interrogation of respondent among other 

core business of the committee.  The confirmed committee minutes 

is annexed in this report  as Annexure 2  for more information.  

 

The Special Committee held its first meeting on Friday, 27 th  March, 

2015, immediately following its establishment. Owing to the 

urgency  of the matter at hand, at  that meeting,  the  Committee 

conducted the election of it s  Chairperson  and  Vice -Chairperson.  

Hon. Robert Serbai and Hon. TapleleiRotich were  unanimously  

elected to the positions of Chairperson and Vice -Chairperson, 

respectively.  

The committee  unanimously agreed to give the respondent a fair 

hearing and it sc heduled to invite  the respondent for a pre -

conference hearing so that the committee could be able to read the 

charges to the Mr Cheruiyot  and also to give the opportunity  to  the 

respondent to weigh in on the plan of events of the committee and 
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to familiari ze himself with rules of procedure among other issues. A 

detailed preconference hearing is included in this report and will be 

explained later. T he minutes of  the  preconference  hearing is  

annexed in this report as Annexure 2  as Minutes of 27 th  March, 

2015 and 30 th  March, 2015 . 
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CHAPTER ONE  

 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND  

 

Mr Speaker Sir,  

Following the tabling of motion on 25 th  March, 2015 urging the 

Governor of Bomet County to dismiss Mr. David Cheruiyot, the 

County Executive Member for Finance on grounds of incompetence, 

gross misconduct and gross violation of the Public Finance 

Management Act and the Constitution - 

THAT , aware  that section 40 (1) of the County Governments Act, 

2012 provides grounds on which the Governor may remove a 

member of the County Executive Committee; Also aware that this 

Honourable  House debated and adopted a report of the Ad -hoc 

Committee established to  investigate the persistent use of 

overdrafts by the County Government without the approval of the 

County Assembly; Further aware that the committee recommended 

for the commencement of removal proceedings from office of the 

CEC Finance; deeply concerned th at Mr. David Cheruiyot in 

carrying out his role as the Executive Committee Member for 

Finance has on number of occasions misled this Honourable  House 

on crucial County financial matters and that he has repeatedly 

failed to adhere to the tenets of the Publi c Finance Management 

Act, 2012; this House urges the Governor of Bomet County to 

dismiss Mr. David Cheruiyot, the County Executive Member for 

Finance on grounds of incompetence, gross misconduct and gross 
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violation of the Public Finance Management Act and the 

Constitution.  

The Motion was seconded and overwhelmingly supported by 

majority of the Members of the County Assembly which was evident 

from the vote taken during that sitting.  

Mr Speaker Sir,  

Hon. Julius Korir gave Notice of motion and moved the following 

Motion - 

THATWHEREAS  Pursuant to Section 40(1) of the County 

Governments Act 2012, on the 25 th  of March 2015,this County 

Assembly approved a Motion to remove from office the Executive 

Committee Member for Finance Mr. David Cheruiyot ;  

AND WHEREAS Pursuant  to Standing Order 66(6), the County 

Assembly shall within seven (7) days appoint a special committee 

comprising a third of the Members to investigate the matter;  

NOW THEREFORE , Pursuant to Standing Order 66(6) of the 

County Assembly Standing Orders, this County Assembly resolves 

to establish a Special Committee comprising of the following 

Members :- 

1.  Hon. Julius Korir  

2.  Hon. SamwelBor  

3.  Hon. Rose Boiyon  

4.  Hon. Leah Kirui  

5.  Hon. EvalineChepkemoi  
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6.  Hon. Reuben Langat  

7.  Hon. Robert Serbai  

8.  Hon. Philip Siele  

9.  Hon . John Chepkwony  

10.  Hon. Samson Towett  

11.  Hon. TapleleiRotich  

12.  Hon. BenardNgeno  

13.  Hon. Wilson Keter  

to investigate the proposed removal from office the Executive 

Committee Member for Finance Mr. David Cheruiyot and to give 

effect to Standing Order 67  of the County Assembly Standing 

Orders on the right to be heard  and report to the County Assembly 

within ten (10) days of its appointment on whether it finds the 

particulars of the allegations against the Executive Committee 

Member for Finance Mr. David Cheruiyot to hav e been 

substantiated.  

Following deliberations on the Motion, the County Assembly 

resolved to establish a  special committee comprising of the following 

members: - 

1.  Hon. Julius Korir  

2.  Hon. SamwelBor  

3.  Hon. Rose Boiyon  

4.  Hon. Leah Kirui  

5.  Hon. EvalineChepkemoi  

6.  Hon. Reuben Langat  
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7.  Hon. Robert Serbai  

8.  Hon. Philip Siele  

9.  Hon. John Chepkwony  

10.  Hon. Samson Towett  

11.  Hon. TapleleiRotich  

12.  Hon. BenardNgeno  

13.  Hon. Wilson Keter  

Toinvestigate on the proposed removal from office the executive 

committee member for Finance Mr. David Cheruiyo t. 
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CHAPETR TWO  

RULES OF PROCEDURE AND THE CHARGES  

 

Rules of procedure  

 

Mr Speaker Sir,  

These are the rules of Procedure that the committee relied upon 

during the whole process. This is also  annexed  as Annexure 1  for 

further information.  

1.  The Persons who shall be invited to appear before the Committee 

shall be known as the respondent in the Rules of Procedure.  

2.  The Committee will conduct an independent review of the 

allegations, facts and recommendation of the Ad hoc Committee 

on the use of over draft and such ot her necessary allegations 

levelled  against the CEC Finance to determine the weight of 

evidence produced as against the allegations contained in the 

charges.  

3.  The respondents may submit written submissions in reply to the 

charges against the m within three calendar days after receiving 

the Committeeõs notification of charges. 

4.  The reply from the respondents must respond in detail to each 

and every charge.  

5.  Except as allowed by the Rules of Procedure, members of the 

Committee are prohibited from talking with anyone about any 

issues related to the removal hearing.  
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6.  No respondent is allowed to communicate with any member of 

the Committee on issues touching on the removal proceedings 

outside of the removal hearing.  

7.  A member of the Committee shall  be disqualified from 

participating in the hearing if it is discovered that he/ she has 

been engaging in unauthorised communication outside the 

removal hearing.  

8.  A member of the Committee shall recuse (remove) herself/himself 

if the member discovers he or she h as an actual or apparent 

conflict of interest that cannot be reconciled.  

9.  The Chair of the Committee shall be the Presiding Officer and 

shall be assisted by the vice -chairperson.  

10.  The chairperson will manage the proceedings and make 

determinations on behalf of the Committee and will ensure that 

each party has an opportunity to effectively participate in the 

appeal hearing process.  

11.  The removal hearing will be scheduled for three hours per 

respondent, unless the committee resolves to increase the period.  

12.  A pre -hearing conference may be conducted to consider and 

make determinations on any procedural issues related to the 

removal hearing.  

13.  The committee will issue a notice of removal hearing to the 

respondent at least three days prior to the date of the hearing . 

14.  The Committee shall keep a verbatim record of the removal 

hearing.  
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15.  The Committee will manage the removal hearing and make 

rulings on evidence and procedural issues. In general, the 

Committee will allow evidence that a reasonably prudent person 

is accusto med to rely upon.  

16.  Each party will have the right to call and examine witnesses, 

present evidence, cross -examine witnesses.  

17.  Persons called as witnesses must swear or affirm to testify 

truthfully before testifying. The Committee may issue summons 

to require a person to testify or produce documents.  

18.  The Committee may review its procedural decisions from time 

to time.  

19.  The removal hearings will be conducted as open meetings 

unless the law requires closure of all or a portion of the hearing.  

20.  After the hearing, th e Committee will enter findings, 

conclusions and a final determination as to whether the 

executive committee member for finance should be removed from 

office.  

21.  The Committee may send a copy of the findings, conclusions 

and final determination to the respond ents three days before the 

report is tabled in the Assembly.  

22.  The Committee will then table its report to the Assembly for 

adoption.  

23.  Documents filed for the removal proceedings will be made 

available to the public for inspection and copying un less the law 

provides otherwise  
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Mr Speaker Sir,  

It  was  noted  that  Section 40   of    the  County Governments Act, 

2012  and  Standing Order 6 6 of  the Assembly  Standing Orders 

did not  provide  sufficient  detail  on  the  procedure  to  be  

followed  by  the  Spec ial Committee in  the  conduct  of  its  

investigation. It was noted that the Special Committee required 

Rules of Procedure for the Investigation into the proposed remova l 

from Office, the CEC Finance Mr . David Cheruiyot.  

The Committee therefore drafted an d adopted the Rules of 

Procedure for the Investigation into the Proposed Removal fro m 

office, the CEC Finance Mr . David Cheruiyot. The Rules regulated  

the  procedure  of  the  Committees  on  a  number  of  critical 

matters in which the Law and Standing Orderswere silent. The 

rules are annexed hereto and marked as òAnnexure 1óas earlier 

stated . 
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CHARGES AGAINST MR. DAVID CHERUIYOT  CHIEF OFFICER 

FOR FINANCE  

 

Mr  Speaker Sir,  

These are the  charges  against  the  executive  committee  member  

offinance  approved  by the  committee ; 

Charge  One:  Gross  Violation  of  the  Constitution  and  the  Public  

Finance  Management  Act,  2012  

I. Unlawfully and unprocedurally borrowing overdrafts and other 

short term loans contrary to the Article 212 of the constitution a nd 

provisions of sections 58, 122,140,141 and 142 of the Public 

Finance Management Act, 2012.  

Particulars  

That Mr Cheruiyot  on diverse dates between Aug 2013 and Sept 

2014 breached the law with wanton abandon by borrowing and 

taking overdrafts on behalf of the county and yet the same had not 

been approved by the County Assembly as required by the law. The 

county government inc urred and continues to incur huge losses in 

form of interests.  

Charge  two;  Gross  Violation  of  the  Public  Finance  Management  

Act.2012  

Particulars  

II.  Unlawfully and intentionally altering and misrepresenting critical 

county financial documents including but not  limited to the FY 
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2014 -2015 budget and appropriation Act contrary to section 

129(2)(b) and  162 of the Public Finance Management Act, 2012.  

Particulars  

That sometimes between July 2014 and August 2014 Mr Cheruiyot  

knowingly allowed a budget to be uploaded into the Integrated  

Financial Management System platform that  did not conform to the 

Budget Estimates and Appropriation Act approved by the County 

Assembly.  

Unlawfully and intentionally permitting a car loan and mortgage 

scheme that was not anchored in any law contrary to section 102 of 

the PFM act.  

Particulars  

That  Mr.  Cheruiyot  allowed  and  encouraged  an  agreement  to be 

executed  between  the  County  Government  and  Transnational  Bank  

regarding  a car  loan  and  mortgage  facility  for  the members  of the  

County  Assembly  of Bomet that  was  contrary  to regulations  that  he 

has  issued  pursuant  to section  116  of the PFM Act.  

c) Unlawfully  allowing  the issuance  of cheques in  the name  of the  

county  government  to be issued  to variou s groups  and  societies  

without  any  legal  regulations  

Particulars  

The CEC has  allowed  the issuance  of cheques to certain  groups  in  

the county  by  the Governor  that  is not backed  by  any  legal  

regulations  making  it  arbitrary  and  a political  tool 
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III.  Gross misconduct  

Particulars  

That  Mr.  Cheruiyot  failed  on several  occasions  to account  for  Kshs.  

70  Million  vote head  appropriated  by  the County  Assembly  for  a fund  

for  car  loans  and  mortgage  for  members  of the County  Assembly  in  

the Supplementary  Appropriation  Act 2013 -2014.  

Mr.  Cheruiyiot  has  also  failed  to account  for  Kshs.  61  million  for  the 

Building  of a new  assembly  chamber  2013 -2014.  

Charge  three;  Gross  violation  of  the  constitution  

Particulars  

Unlawfully and intentionally  withholding crucial financial information 

contrary to Article 201of the constitution  

Particulars  

That  Mr.  Cheruiyot  has  on several  occasion  occasions  deliberately  fail  

to avail  crucial  financial  information  whenever  it  is  requi red  by  the  

county  assembly.  Mr.  Cherui yot  refused  to avail  the documents  

and/or  information  to the Adhoc  committee  regarding  overdrafts  that  

have  been taken  by  the county  Government  since  its  inception.  
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CHAPTER THREE  

CONFERENCE OF PARTIES  AND HEARING  

CONFERENCE OF PARTIES  

Mr Speaker Sir,  

The conference of parties was held on the 7 th  of April, 2014 and Mr 

Cheruiyot the  C.E.C for  finance who in this case is the  respondent 

appeared before the committee. The main reason of the conference 

of parties was to confirm the charges to the respondent, to schedule 

the plan of events and as a procedure to give the respondent a fair 

hearing among other factors considered by the committee.  

Mr Speaker Sir,  

Key deliberation and resolutions of Conference of Parties  

Mr. David Cheruiyot confirmed to the committee that he will look at 

the charges and further told committee that he will respond to the 

charges  inform of a report and p resen t it to the committee before 

closure of business on Thursday 9 th April, 2015.  

The committee informed the respondent that the time was limited 

since they were su pposed to table a report on 13 th  April 2015, s o 

they requested the respondent that it will be important an d helpful 

to the committee if he  will present his report on the charges against 

him at an earlier date and time.  

Mr. Cheruiyot further told the committee that  he needed enough 

time to collect counter evidence and prepare an extensive report  on 

the charges, so he requested that he be give humble time and 
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promised to deliver a report as earlie r requested on Thursday 9 th  

April , 2015. He also mentioned that he will present himself to the 

committee alone and will not come along with any witness.  

After a lengthy deliberation the committee unanimously resolved 

that they will give the respondent enough time until the clo sure of 

business on Thursday 9 th April, 2015 as requested by Mr. David 

Cheruiyot. It was also agreed that the committee will intera ct  with 

responded on Friday 10 th  April , 2015 at 2PM. The committee 

informed the respondent that in his report he should respond to 

every charge against him.  

Invitation to appear  before the committee  

Mr Speaker Sir,  

Article 47 of the Consti tution  and  Standing  Order  67 (1)(a)  of  the  

Assembly  Standing  Orders  gives a person a right to appear and be 

represented before the Special Committee during its investigations . 

Article 47(1) of the constitution states that òEvery person has the 

right to adminis trative action that is expeditious, efficient, lawful, 

reasonable and procedurally fairó, Pursuant to these provisions of 

the law, the Committee invited the CEC Finance, Mr. David 

Cheruiyot to appear and be represented before the Committee. The 

respondent informed the committee that he would be appearing in 

person and he will attend alone without witness.  

Before the committee met with the C.E.C for interrogation it had  to 

go through the response presente d by Mr Cheruiyot to the 

committee on 9 th April2015.  The response letter is annexed in this 
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report as Annexure  3but here are some of the response presented 

by the C.E.C to the committee on issues to do with use of overdraft, 

uploading on budget o n IFMIS and Issuance of cheques.  

Response from Mr Cher uiyot to issues  raised by the committee  

on a Letter Ref:CGB/TRE/B/5/1  
 

1.  Use of Overdraft  

That the County Executive Committee approved securing of an 

overdraft to meet the pres sing financial constrai nts and this was 

necessitated by the delay in passing of CARA by the National 

Assembly which was signed late in August 2013 and the services 

were to continue. That t he county was to pay salaries, medical 

supplies and to ensure that cleaning and security in towns was not 

left unattended. That although it was not documented he recalled 

that some Members of the County Assembly were present when 

they discussed this route to assist in service delivery. He mentioned 

also that they were all new in the County Government and they did 

not m inute the idea. His letter also  mentioned that the Treasury 

however presented the same to the county executive for approval.  

That they also s ecured the overdraft based on Section 119(4) which 

states: - 

òAn accounting officer for a county government entity shall not cause 

a bank account of the entity to be overdrawn beyond the limit 

authorized by the limit authorized by the County Treasury or a B oard 

of a county government entity, if anyó. 
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He also mentioned that the County treasury believed that this 

section is applicable as it talks about ov erdrawing which in this 

case is an overdraft and not a loan . In his letter he also mentioned 

that Section 1 22 of PFMA talks about an executed loan which in 

this case does not exist as explained earlier. Again sections 140 -142 

of the PFMA talks about loans and not overdrawing. He then 

mentioned that the County account was then overdrawn based on 

these facts and it was purely to meet critical service delivery.  

In conclusion Mr Cheruiyot mentioned that the county government 

was new and personnel capacity was still very low. Also IFMIS and 

GPAY systems were not operational and the cash book was not up 

to date. That this caused over committing of cheques once in while 

which later bounced and this was regularized within the shortest 

possible time.  

2.  Uploading of Budget in IFMIS  

That uploading of the budget was done immediately after passing of 

the Bomet Cou nty Appropriat ion Act, 2014 on  July 30, 2014. Also 

he noted that these tallies  with the approved estimates and IFMIS 

statements  and that three statements r eflect the same amount of 

Kshs. 4,601,000,000  so there  is no alteration between the Act as 

approved  by the Assembly  and the IFMIS upload.  

Further, he said that there was no change in the County Integrated 

Development Plan  (CIDP) as approved by the County Assembly. 

That the same was printed as it was passed and the fiscal Strategy 
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Paper was slightly changed to reflect t he approved changes in the 

Appropriation Act 2014 of July 30, 2015.  

3.  Issuance of Cheques  

That there  are various modes of payment methods which include  

use of Cheques, EFT, RTGS and GPAY, and that use of any of this 

method is allowed by the law as long as it  is a legal payment. 

However, that they have currently moved away from use of cheques 

as there is alternative method through GPAY which they have 

embraced. That they have not paid monies to groups as indicated 

but they have given support as per their work plan  and approved 

budget. This is more especially to multipurpose cooperatives 

societies, community water projects, school infrastructure and that 

payment  will only apply for goods or services rendered.  

Mr Speaker Sir,  

You will note  that these were not the only issues the C.E.C responded 

to, but you can find in Annexure  28  more information on his 

response letter.  

Interrogations of the C.E.C by the Committee  

Mr Speaker Sir,  

The committee held a length y 5 Hour sitting with the Mr. David 

Cheruiyot  on 10 th  April, 2015 in the Afternoon to respond on the 

Charges and more questions by the members. These are the 

charges, response and other follow up questions by the Committee 

together with the Respondentõs closing remarks.  
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Charge 1  

Charge  One:  Gross  Violation  of  the  Constitution  and  the  Public  

Finance  Management  Act,  2012  

Unlawfully and un -procedurally borrowing overdrafts and other short 

term loans contrary to the Article 212 of the constitution and 

provisions of sections 58, 122,140,141 and 142 of the Public Finance 

Management Act, 2012.  

Particulars  

That Mr Cheruiyot  on diverse dates between Aug 2013 and Sept 

2014 breached the law with wanton abandon by borrowing and 

taking overdrafts on behalf of the county and yet the same had not 

been approved by the County Assembly as required by the law. The 

county government incurred and continues to incur huge losses in 

form of interests.  

Response of the C.E.C and further interrogation by the 

Committee  

Response by Mr. Cheruiyot on Charge 1  

That the first overdraft was proposed under Section 119 (4) of the 

PFM Act  òthe County Treasury is responsible for authorising the 

opening, operating and closing of bank accounts for the county 

government and its entities, except as otherwise provided by ot her 

legislation and in accordance with regulations made under this Actó, 

and that they met with the Executive committee which approved the 

overdraft for salaries and other recurrent expenditures. He furthe r  

confirmed  to the committee                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
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that Section 119 was relevant and was heavily relied to the instance 

of securing the overdraft.  

He further confirmed to the committee that Section 142 (1) of the 

PFM Act  òThe County Assembly may authorise short term borrowing 

by county government  entities for cash management purposes only ó 

is in relation to the loans which did not apply to that situation. He 

also said that if they were aware that section 142 of P ublic Finance 

Management  Act applied then they would forward the overdraft to 

the Asse mbly for approval.  

He also mentioned that the cash flow was not stable in the 

beginning and the staff in the Executive had not been capacitated 

and further confirmed to the committee that he as the C.E.C wrote 

to the Bank not to issue any funds if the acco unts had been 

overdrawn or had no funds for that matter.  

Follow up question by  Hon. Reuben Lang õat  

That Section 119(4)of the Public Finance Management Act  which 

states that òan accounting officer for a county entity shall not cause a 

bank account of the en tity to be overdrawn beyond the limit 

authorized by the County Treasury or a Board of a county 

government entity, if anyó only allows accounting officers to 

overdraw the accounts and the C.E.C  Mr. Cheruiyot  is not an 

accounting officer but he authorized the bank overdrafts and even 

over drawing of the bank accounts for that matter.  
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Response  by Mr. Cheruiyot to Hon. Reuben Langõat 

That Section 119 (4) of the PFM Act talks of either a board or 

accounting offi cer and either can set up regulations and the terms 

of managing a county account and that the county treasury 

consists of directors as per the Article 212 of the Constitution. So 

how he understood is that the Constitution is the supreme law and 

for operati ons it requires Acts of parliament and regulations. He 

also confirmed to the committee that there is no contradiction 

between the laws i.e. Constitution and PFM Act as far as the 

securing for overdraft is concerned and confirmed to the committee 

that he ha s not broken any law and that he didnõt know whether he 

was supposed to use Section 119 (4) of the PFM Act . 

Response on the exact figure borrowed  

That it is the executive committee that approved the overdraft and 

Section 119 of the PFM Act was not used. He also confirmed to the 

committee that before the overdraft was authorized by the county 

treasury , the executive committee approved it.  

That between August, 2014 and November 2014 the overdraft had 

been repaid and when he saw the persisting overdrafts he wro te to 

the bank to stop any overdrafts within a month, and within a 

month all the overdrafts had been stopped.  

Mr. Cheruiyot  confirmed to the committee that the furthest amount 

that was borrowed from the bank as a result of overdraft was about 

40 Million an d within a month it had been regularized. He also said 

that he was not in a position to respond on whether the governor 
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said the overdraft had been approved by the assembly but he could 

confirm that since November, 2014  there have been no overdrafts.  

Minut es of the County treasury and whether securing of 

overdraft was based on the last audited account  

That the minutes have been attached to the response he gave to the 

assembly and also there letters he did to that effect. He also 

affirmed that the legal offi ce was consulted and were indeed present 

in that meeting and he will supply the minutes to that effect. See 

Annexure 29.  

Whether overdraft was based on the last audited account  

Mr. Cheruiyot  responded that Section 119 (a) of the Public Finance 

Management Act  does not require that 5% of the last audited 

accounts to be a subject of allowing overdraft or not. He also 

mentioned that there is a thin line between an overdraft and a loan 

and it relates to the agreement between the loanee  and the loaner 

and that i f it is past 1 year it is a loan but if itõs within 1 year it is 

an overdraft but it attracts interest and according to him overdraft 

is not a loan.  

Terms & Conditions of the Overdraft  

That within the county government there are accounting officers 

and Cou nty Assembly is an entity and that the banking institution 

only asked for minutes before for approving the overdraft . He 

further told the committee that the overdraft was attracting an 

interest of 16% on reducing balance method and he is not a 

signatory to  cheques although he has a guideline for them. He also 
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mentioned that officers and staff are not allowed to issue cheques 

but are allowed to do so if the cashbook is faulty.  

That they only secured overdraft once and that they have paid the 

150M approved by  the Assembly in three instalments . That he had 

taken precautions on setting government entities according to 

Section 5 of the PFM Act. He also confirmed to the committee that 

he used Section 1 of PFM Act in creating the Bomet water company 

and that he wil l make a list of bounced chequ es as soon as possible 

and he will  avail to the committee and that he takes  the overall 

responsibility on the bouncing cheque.  

Bouncing Cheques  

That 2nd Quarte r is from October -December and 3rd  Quarter is 

from September - November and the cheques were taken to the bank 

thus overdrawing the accounts. According to Mr Cheruiyot  he 

preferred a bouncing cheque although it is not proper, but he wrote 

a letter and further communicated verbally to the bank manager on 

the interest charge  on overdrafts.  

In conclusion he mentioned that during the Ad Hoc committee 

meeting most of the documents were in the custody of the auditor 

general and they could not avail the documents as requested. He 

further said that they had no intention not to avai l the documents 

as they are public documents.  
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Charge 2  

Charge  two;  Gross  Violation  of  the  Public  Finance  Management  

Act.2012  

Particulars  

a) Unlawfully and intentionally altering and misrepresenting critical 

county financial documents including but not limited to the FY 

2014 -2015 budget and appropriation Act contrary to section 

129(2)(b) and  162 of the Public Finance Management Act, 2012.  

Particulars  

That sometimes between July 2014 and August 2014 Mr 

Cheruiyot  knowingly allowed a budget to be uploaded into the 

Integrated  Financial Management System platform that  did not 

conform to the Budget Estimates and Appropriation Act approved 

by the County Assembly.  

b) Unlawfully and intentionally permitting a car loan and mortgage 

scheme that was not anchored in any law contrary to section 102 

of the PFM act.  

Particulars  

That  Mr.  Cheruiyot  allowed  and  encouraged  an  agreement  to be 

executed  between  the County  Government  and  Transn ational  Bank  

regarding  a car  loan  and  mortgage facility  for  the  members  of the 

County  Assembly  of Bomet that  was  contrary  to regulations  that  he 

has  issued  pursuant  to section  116  of the Public  Finance  

Management  Act . 
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c) unlawfully  allowing  the issuance  of cheques in  the name  of the  

county  governme nt to be issued  to various  groups  and  societies  

without   any  legal  regulations  

 

Particulars  

The CEC has  allowed  the issuance  of cheques to certain  groups  in  

the county  by  the Governor  that  is not backed  by  any  legal  

regulations  making  it  arbitrary  and  a political  tool 

Gross misconduct  

Particulars  

That  Mr.  Cheruiyot  failed  on several  occasions  to account  for  Kshs.  

70  Million  vote head  appropriated  by  the County  Assembly  for  a fund  

for  car  loans  and  mortgage for  members  of the County  Assembly  in  

the Supplementary  Appropriation  Act 2013 -2014.  

Mr.  Cheruiyot  has  also  failed  to account  for  Kshs.  61  million  for  the  

Building  of a new  assembly  chamber  2013 -2014.  

Response from Mr. David Cheruiyot and follow up by the 

Committee Members  

That when he checked wha t he is in the IFMIS, Appropriation Act, 

and Budget Estimates, he found out that they were tallying and 

there was no difference as earlier stated. He further confirmed to 

the committee that there is no variance between the IFMIS and the 

budget but the vote õs heads may vary but the totals will always 
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remain as 265M and for instance in salaries the amount allocated is 

93 million but according to IFMIS it indicates 88M but the total 

budget was 265M.  

That what is passed by the Assembly is supposed to be uploaded 

the way it was approved without any alterations and in every 

department there only two officers who can access IFMIS and he is 

going to investigate on who uploaded the budget between the two 

officers namely Mr. Langat  who uploads and Mr. Amos Rotich  who 

approves for the upload. He further confirmed that he didnõt recall 

any complaints on the same and that he made sure that the finance 

Officer from the County Assembly can upload the same from the  

assembly. He further promised that he will take it up and 

investigate on any variance on the same and take necessary action.  

See Annexure 28 for his response dated April 21, 2015.  

Car Loan Agreement  

Response  

That before signing any agreement with the bank  he consulted with 

the County Assembly  Clerk  and  further  discussed with the County 

Assembly for approval. He also mentioned that the agreement is 

regulated by regulations and in this case regulations no.7 or 

no.5 (See Anne xure 7 ) talks of the administrator as the County 

Assembly clerk and that the fund is administered by the clerk of the 

assembly and he is supposed to report to the Auditor General on 

the same. He also said that they were the custodian of the fund and 
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after establishing it, it was then transf erred to the County Assembly 

for custody.  

He also mentioned that there was an agreement that was signed 

and he is aware that the assembly advertised and negotiated with 

the bank that the agreement ought to be signed by the county 

secretary. He also mention ed that 40 Million has been deposited 

and anything beyond 40M is attracting an interest of 16% and that 

the bank charges votes is used in paying for the interest rate.  

Mr. David Cheruiyot further told the committee that during the 

closure of business in th e FY year 2013/2014 a vote was created to 

gather for the 70M car loan and that their intention was to complete 

the payment of the car loan. The vote was established based on the 

appropriation budget for the FY 2013/2014 and further confirmed 

to the committ ee that not all money was transferred to that 

account.  

He also said that he will confirm whether the supplementary budget 

for the FY 2013/2014 was uploaded in the IFMIS and  that he tried 

to access the central bank of Kenya but was hard to access hence 

they  returned a lot of money at the end of the year.  

He also said that during the supplementary budget for the FY 

2014/2015 they will reallocate vote heads but Mr. Cheruiyot  could 

not confirm that 70M was uploaded to IFMIS. In conclusion he 

mentioned that in s upplementary budget for this financial year 

there will be money available for mortgage and members will not 

suffer the 13% interest.  
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On whether Executive Members enjoy car loan scheme  

He responded that no member of the executive has met the 

conditions set by the bank and according to legal notice no. 3 for 

car loans and mortgage for the Executive Members and there are 

regulations for executive members on car loans and mortgages. He 

also affirmed that laws allow the executive to come up with 

regulations and should pass through the County Assembly for 

approval.  

Issues of G -PAY and Cash Transfers  

That G -Pay is allowed cash transfer and that they have gone away 

from issuing cheques especially for political purposes and they have 

supported the ECD for purposes of  constructing classrooms. He 

further confirmed to the committee that he is has not issued any 

cheques for political gains and that cheques are issued within the 

work plan  but not limited to any particular individual. He further  

told the committee that he w as not in position to name any 

particular individual who has been issued any cheques.  

Issues of CIDP and ADP  

Mr. Cheruiyot  responded that the CIDP was approved by the 

assembly and the ADP was delivered to the Assembly but was 

rejected and he asked the Coun ty Assembly Members to elaborate 

more on the projects they have for specific wards so as to be 

included in the ADP  
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He also mentioned that they will follow programs set out in the 

CIDP but the criteria lies within the department on the plan for the 

implemen tation. He also confirmed to the committee that he 

received the addendum and he gave it to the department of 

Economic Planning. He therefore requested the committee that he 

will check and confirm if it was left out in the first County 

Integrated  Developmen t plan 2013 -2018 and will further consult 

the Executive Committee.  

0n 61M meant for construction of  temporary Assembly  

Chambers  and ot her County infrastructure  

He responded that around 13th of June, 2013 the Transition 

Authority (TA) was in charge but what  is in the records was a 

receipt of 61M meant for development. The money could not be 

used and was returned to central bank, but in the following 

financial year the money was re -allocated back and the money was 

used in various constructions in the County.  

Follow up by Hon. Robert Serbai  

The committee chair Hon. Serbai said that the money was supposed 

to be used in the construction of a temporary chambers and the 

governorsõ official residence. The chair cited that the Assembly has 

never constructed anything and is using poor latrines, so the 

justification of utilization of 61M meant for development could not 

be substantiated.  
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Response  

In response Mr. Cheruiyot confirmed that he had written several 

letters to effect construction of Toilets and Chambers and said it 

was really unfortunate that no construction was done. He further 

said that he was aware that the Assembly was the oldest institution 

in Bomet County an d the Transition Authority (TA) had allocated 

some funds for the Assembly and it was unfortunate that no 

construction had been set up in the County Assembly.  

Charge 3  

Charge  three;  Gross  violation  of  the  constitution  

Particulars  

(a) Unlawfully and Intentionally withholding crucial financial 

information contrary to Article 201of the constitution  

Particulars  

That  Mr.Cheruiyot  has  on several  occasion  occasions  deliberately  fail  

to avail  crucial  financial  information  whenever  it  is  requ ired  by  the  

county assembly.  Mr.Cheruiyot  refused  to avail  the documents  

and/or  information  to the Adhoc  committee  regarding  overdrafts  that  

have  been taken  by  the county  Government  since  its  inception.  

Response by C.E.C  

The C.E.C denied withholding any documents requested by the 

committee especially the documents requested by AdHoc Committee 
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investigating the circumstance of securing overdraft facility by the 

County Treasury.  

Follow up by Hon. Samson Towett and Hon. Reube n Langõat 

Hon. Samson Towett who was then the Chairperson of the said 

AdHoc committee mentioned that Mr. Cheruiyot  was unable to 

provide the documents requested by the adhoc committee. The said 

documents which were never supplied included; copies of bank 

statements, executive committee minutes which approved the 

overdraft. Hon. Samson Towett told the committee that the C.E.C 

misadvised the committee that he could not get the said the 

documents because it was with the auditors. He further mentioned 

that this  was a lie because the C.E.C could access the copies of the 

documents especially for the Bank since he was the signatory of the 

account. Hon. Reuben Langõat followed up on the same issues and 

told the committee that the Mr. Cheruiyot  had powers to access t he 

said documents.  

Response by Mr Cheruiyot  

The C.E.C responded that the executive member of finance is not 

the custodian of the executive committee minutes. He further said 

that he could not supply the bank statements because he had 

earlier supplied the s ame bank statements to the budget and 

appropriation committee.  

Hon. Samson Towett cited an occasion where the C.E.C lied to the 

previous adhoc committee that he had supplied the clerk with bank 

statements and o ther documents as requested, but  upon 
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confirma tion he had not supplied the documents to the office of the 

clerk. Hon. Samson Towett said that the documents were supposed 

to be supplied to the adhoc committee and not the Budget and 

Appropriation committee as alleged by the C.E.C.  

In response  the C.E.C mentioned that he has never withheld any 

public documents as requested by the County Assembly committee. 

He further admitted that there are challenges in his department 

which includes record keeping among other challenges.  

 

Issues of payroll  

Hon. Reuben La ngõat sought to know whether Mr Cheruiyot  has 

custody of payroll payments for salaries.  

Response on Issues of Payroll  

The C.E.C responded that they are only the custodian of money to 

be transmitted to the bank but the payroll department is 

responsible for the filing of documents and the list to be paid  which 

is transmitted electronically to the various bank accounts . The 

C.E.C then informed the committee that they have powers to audit 

the payroll through Human Resource department but the treasury 

department is the custodian of the vouchers.  

Closure of hearing meeting  

Mr Speaker Sir  

The committee had an extensive 5hr hearin g and before the closure 

of hearing the committee gave a chance to Mr. Cheruiyot for closing 

remarks and this is what he told the committee: - 
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Closing remarks from the  

1.  The C.E.C mentioned that the committee was just and objective  

and that it was friendly and fair during its interrogation and he 

was conformable through the entire process.  

2.  That he had no intention of breaking the law and where they 

have wronged they usually try to find the solutions  

3.  That it is now two years down the  line and the officers in his 

department are learning and becoming better.  

4.  He further thanked the committee for according him a fair time 

and hearing  
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CHAPTER FOUR  

OBSERVATIONS  

Mr. Speaker Sir,  

These are the observations o f the committee in order of the  charges 

against Mr. Cheruiyot: - 

Observation  and findings  on Charge 1 

1.  That the C.E.C relied on Section 119(4) of PFM Act and ignored 

Article 212(b) of the Constitution and Section 142 of PFM show 

ignorance. It also shows that the C.E .C did not do any research 

and d eliberately ignored  the law especially Article 212(b)  which 

states that άa county government may borrow only with the 

approval of the county government Ωs assembly έ  and Section 142 

of the PFM Act  which states that άThe County Assemb ly may 

authorise short term borrowing by county government entities for 

cash management only έ 

2.  The C.E.C  was evasive in  shedding  light  on the  overdrafts . 

On the  first  charge,  it  was the  committeeõs observations  that  Mr.  

Cheruiyot  adopted  an evasive approach  to  his  defense . It  was 

evident  to  the  committee  that  Mr.  Cheruiyot  did  not  want  to 

conclusively  deal  with  the  question  of overdraft.  The committee  

found  it  strange  that  Mr.  Cheruiyot  had  not  reviewed  his  position  

on the  issue  of whether  an  overd raft  was a loan  facility  which  was a 

subject  of a thorough  exposition  in  another  committee  before  which  

Mr.  Cheruiyot  appeared.   In  fact  he seemed to  have  refined  his  
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position  as he presented  a request  requiring  the  Assembly  to 

authori ze such  a facility  sometimes  towards  the  end  of 2014.  

Taking  cognizance  of the  fact  that  the  issue  of the  irregular  

overdraft  was not  new to the  C.E.C  and  had  been the  subject  matter  

of another  special  committee,  the  committee  arrived  at  an  opinion  

that  Mr.  Cheruiyot  was making  attempts  to  mislead  the  Assembly  

by feigning  ignorance.  It  was not  lost  on the  committee;  the  

controller  of budget  (CoB) had  cited  Bomet  County  for  the  irregular  

taking  of overdraft  facilities.  The committee  found  Mr.  Cheruiyot  

adopted  strategy  of defense  that  he misread  the  PFM act  as 

unbecoming  of person  charged  with  administering  over the  county  

Finances.  In  light  of the  report  of the  Assembly  of overdraft  faci lity  

the  report  of the  controller  citing  persistent  overdrafts  the  

committee  formed  the  view that  Mr.  Cheruiyot  was unapologetic  

and  evasive.  

On the  charge  1, the  committee  found  that  the  charges  against  Mr.  

Cheruiyot were  substantiated . 

Observations and findings on Charge 2  

1.  On the charge  on IFMIS alteration the committee made a follow 

up request for Mr. Cheruiyot  to furnish with more information on 

whether he discovered who altered the assembly budget. The CEC 

responded by putting in a response on April 2 015 (See annexure 

28) . The committee was of the opinion that 

Mr. Cheruiyot Ωsexplanation  was unsatisfactory to say the least. He 

seemed not to take the issue with the seriou sness it deserved;  he 
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simply repeated what he said. He concluded by noting that they 

captured the budget passed by the assembly. The assembly notes 

that Mr. Cheruiyot  was furnished with a paper indicating the 

variance between what was passed by the assembly and what was 

on the IFMIS portal and it looked visibly surprised. The 

committed was of the opinion that this was a genuine surprise 

and that he would carry out and investigation as to what to 

happen. Mr. Cheruiyot  seemed to have adopted a protective 

stance and casual st ance. This was a very serious in involved 

alteration of a legal document.  The committee reach  the 

conclusion that this was a cover up by Mr. David Cheruiyot.  

2.  The annexure was not incorporated in the CIDP thus there was 

an omission of the same documents and the C .E.C could not 

convince the committee as to the reason why. When a follow up 

was made, he seemed to suggest that he wanted to know the 

specific areas left out. Again the committee found that the answer 

unsatisfactory. Mr.  Cheruiyot was taking the assembly for 

granted. Mr. Cheruiyot  was asked that he presented with the 

specific areas yet the same was given to him . 

3.  That he failed to send the ADP to the controller of budget. 

Investigations by the research department  indicated  that the ADP 

was submitted to his office. This is stinging indictment of 

Mr.Cheruiyot Ωs char acter even after being given an opportunity  

and  he failed to come out clean.  The committee is of the view that 

Mr Cheruiyot  has a serious deficit in his honesty towards the 
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committee. The committee  found that the forw arding of the ADP 

amounted to uttering  of false documents.  

4.  That the C.E.C is implementing the Integrated Development Plan 

without the Addendum. Given the conclusion above the 

committee came to the finding that Mr. Cheruiyot  was 

implemen ting the IFMIS that was not as passed in  the assembly.  

5.  That the C.E.C was not honest because he failed to furnish 

documents to the Committee in the County Assembly. Mr. 

Cheruiyot  conduct before the assembly  and other assembly 

committees indicates that he refuses to give information.  The 

committee found Mr. Cheruiyo tΩs assertions that he would furnish 

documents as untrue. In fact during the hearing when hard 

pressed to explain why he lied that he had submitted documents 

to a committee inv estigating adhoc paymen ts and  why he had 

misled the committee reportedly about giving documents he had 

difficulties answering instead trying to deflect the question that 

he thought it was no necessary given that the he had given to a 

mother committee  (Budg et and Appropriation Committee) . But 

this was in fact not true.  

6.  On the issue of the car loan and mortgage scheme for members 

the committee came to the  firm conclusion that the Kshs. 70 

Million appropriated cannot be accounted. It is als o evident that 

attemp ts were made  to mislead the committee that the Assembly 

was part of a new the agreement with transnational bank. Mr. 

Cheruiyot  in his response submitted a copy of an agreement 
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between transnational bank and the County that had a place 

where the chairman of  the county assembly service board. 

However the committee authoritatively confirmed that the 

assembly service board took no part in the agreement after the 

bank with the concur rence of the county government is accorded  

the first agreement. The committee al so confirmed that the facility 

is in fact a commercial loan and not fund as stipulated by the 

regulations. As such it is not a revolving fund, the clerk has not 

cont rol of it and M embers  of County Assembly of Bomet  are 

paying an  extra charge for penalties on top of the three per cent  

among other discrepancies with the regulations.  

7.  The C.E.C could not explain how the 61Million meant for 

construction of the County Assembly chambers was spent. He 

confirmed to the committee that indeed 61M was set aside by the 

Transition Author ity (TA) for construction of co unty assembly 

chambers but he could not account for the 61M on how it was 

spent.  

8.  The committee found that Mr. Cheruiyot  response unconvincing. 

Correspondences  between the assembly and the transitional bank  

in dicate that the county was being opaque with the  issue of 61 

million. The committee found it strange that the Mr. Cheruiyot 

did not take the matter seriously. The committee also took notice 

of the newspaper  article by the TA indicating Bomet as one of the 

counties that failed to account for the disbursement to the 

county.  
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Given  the  Committees  fin dings  on charge  2  the  Committee  found  

the  charges  substantiated.  

Observations and findings on Charge 3  

The C.E.C  was not  convincing  and  he could  not  explain  to  the  

committee  why  he denied  the  previous  Ad Hoc Committee  crucial  

documents  and  information  when  they  requested.  The committee  

members  who  are also  members  of Committee  on Finance  and  

Planning  noted  that  the  C.E.C had  been reluctant  to  furnish  the  

committee  with  crucial  documents  upon  request.  

That  upon  reading  Mr.  Cheruiyot  written  submission  and  hearing  

his  oral  submissions,  the  committee  came to the  conclusion  that  

Mr.  Cheruiyot  sincerity  was wanting.  The committee  also  perused  

the  minutes  of the  Ad Hoc committee,  together  with  the  budget  and  

appropriation  and  found  no fewer  than  four  occasions  where  the  

C.E.C  was required  to  furnish  the  assembly  with  certain  documents  

and  the  C.E.C  failed  to  tender  them.  

It  is noteworthy  that  Mr.  Cheruiyot  brazenly  attempted  to  mislead  

the  committee  that  he did  not  supply  the  Ad Hoc committee  with  

the  bank  statements  because  the  same had  been supplied  to  the  

budget  and  appropriations  committee.  However,  the  records  of the  

Assembly  indicate  that  Mr.  Cheruiyot  has  never  supplied  any  of the  

committees  with  the  said  documents . Mr.  Cheruiyot  lack  of candor  

and  his  deliberate  attempts  to mislead  the  committee  and  other  

committee  led to  committee  to reach  the  conclusion  that  Mr.  

Cheruiyot  prefers  issues  of public  finance  to  remain  opaque  to  the  
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Assembly.  As a result  the  committee  found  the  charge  against  the  

Mr.  Cheruiyot substantiated . 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

THRESHOLD FOR REMOVAL FROM OFFICE AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

Threshold for removal from office  

Mr Speaker Sir,  

Removal from office is akin to impeachment and  is a 

constitutionally specified means by which an official accused of 

unlawful activity may be removed from office for misconduct. As 

a process, impeachment is a formal inquiry aimed at making 

public officers accountable to the people based on the princip le 

that public office is a public trust.  

 

Impeachment trial is a unique process, because it is a hybrid. 

Impeachment is both quasi -judicial and quasi -political. It is 

neither a civil case nor a criminal case. A criminal case is 

designed to punish an offend er and to seek retribution. In 

contrast, impeachment is the first step in a process that tries to 

remedy a wrong in governance. It has been said that the purpose 

of impeachment is not personal punishment, but rather to 

maintain constitutional government, t hrough the removal of an 

unfit official from a position of public trust.ó The Special 

Committee can do no more than agree with the exposition by the 

Honourable Senator from Philippines. The punishment meted out 

by an impeachment is loss of political office . Article 38(3)(c) of the 
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Constitution of Kenya gives every person the right to hold 

political office as follows:  

òEvery person has the right, without unreasonable restrictions to 

be a candidate for public office, or office within a political party of 

whic h the citizen is a member and, if elected, to hold office.  

 

That right to hold office is however subject to the provisions of 

Section31 of the County Governments Act provides that a CEC 

may be removed from office for gross violation of the Constitution 

or any other law, or where there are serious reasons for believing 

that the CEC has committed a crime under national or 

international law, or for abuse of office of gross misconduct or 

physical or mental incapacity to perform the functions of the 

office of CE C. 

 

What then is the threshold or stan dard of proof required for a 

C.E.C to be removed from office?  The committee wholesomely 

adopt the Senate special committee  observation that the 

threshold should be just above the mere ôpreponderanceõ of an 

ordinary civil trial, but just below the ôbeyond a reasonable 

doubtõ standard of the ordinary criminal trial, in the full literal 

meaning of that standard ôoverwhelming preponderance of the 

evidenceõ comes perhaps as close as can to  denoting the desired 

standard. T his is a standard adopted even in the Hou ses of 

Senate and Congress in the United States . 
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Although almost akin to a criminal process it is not . The 

committee takes cognisance of the  fact that it is partisan process.  

 

Furthermore, the reasonable doubt standard was designed to 

protect criminal defendants who risked forfeitures of life, liberty 

and property. Such a standard is inappropriate, they maintained, 

because the law limits the c onsequences of a Senate 

impeachment trial to removal from office, explicitly preserving the 

option for a subsequent criminal trial in the courts. As a result 

was that the Special committee refused to impose the beyond 

reasonable doubt rules  as the Assembly  standard. Furthermore, 

every in dividual MCA has the choice of electing the applicable 

standard of proof Individuals MCA  might apply that or any other 

standard of their choice.  

 

In fact, members of Assembly decide almost everything 

pragmatically, and deci sions about removal are not exception. 

The vesting of impeachment authority in political branches 

necessarily implies the discretion to take various factors, 

including possible consequences, into consideration in the 

course of exercising such authority. Mo reover,  the committee 

considered that CEC are may from time to time commit some 

violations in the commission of the tasks. That explains why 

Article  188  of the Constitution of Kenya  talks about gross 

violations. Accordingly, where misconduct  is not gross, then 

Section 31 of the County Governments Act  weapon of r emoval is 
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not available t o the Assembly. In fact in the c ase in the High 

Court being Petition No. 3 of 2014 Hon. Martin Nyagah  

Wambora& 4 others ðv- The Speaker of the Senate and 5 othe rs 

the High Court held as follows:  

òTo our minds therefore, whether a conduct is gross or not will 

depend on the facts of each case having regard to the Article of 

the Constitution or any written law alleged to have been violated. 

We find that it is not ev ery violation of the Constitution or written 

law that can lead to the removal of Governor, it has to be a gross 

violation.  It is noteworthy that t he question therefore is how to 

measure what constitutes gross violation. We are of the view that 

the standard  to be used does not require a mathematical 

formula, but it must take into accou nt the intendment of Section 

31  of the County Governments Act. In our view therefore 

whatever is alleged against a CEC must;  

(a) be serious, substantial and weighty.  

(b) there must be a nexus between the CEC and the alleged gross 

violations of the Constitution or any other written law.  

It is useful to note the various meanings of the word ògrossó in 

relation to violation. Gross violation is a flagrant violation, a 

glaring error,  nasty, unpleasant, vulgar or crass. It must be a 

severe transgression of the Constitution or a law.  

 

The Special Committee therefore takes the view that the threshold 

should take into account following ,the Special Committee of the 

County Assembly  concludes that in view of the oral and written 
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evidence presented pertaining to the acts of misbehaviour in the 

first, fourth and fifth charges, the said acts of misbehaviour have 

been proved. It is the decision of this Committee that the above -

mentioned allegations against Mr. Cheruiyot  are so s erious to 

degree as to remove him  from the office of member of the County 

Executive Committee. After analysing  the oral and written evidence 

submitted before the Ad hoc Committee. Taking into consideration 

the need  to complete the examination within a limited period of 

time, the Committee decided that the need to conduct an 

investigation into the remainder of the charges does not arise as the 

Select Committee of Assembly has decided that it is a futile effort in 

the  circumstances to examine whether evidence is available to prove 

the guilt of a person who is already guilty of acts of misbehaviour 

contained in the first, second and third Charges since they are of a 

very serious degree . 

Recommendation s 

Mr . Speaker  Sir,  

The Special   Committee  of the  Assembly  has  found  that  the  

allegations  against  Mr.  Cheruiyot  , have been proved  and  taking  

into  consideration  the  seriousness  of the  charge s, the  Committee  is 

of the  opinion  that  the  charges  are of such  a degree of sufficienc y 

and  seriousness  as to remove  the  said  Mr.  David  Cheruiyot  from  

his  office.  

The committee  further  takes  cognizance  of the  fact  that  Mr.  

Cheruiyot  has  been transferred  to  another  docket.  The 
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committee wishes  to make  it  clear  that  it found  no basis  to believe  that  Mr  

Cheruiyot  was not  well  placed  in  the  finance  docket.  In  fact  the  committee  

found  that  Mr.  Cheruiyot  possessed  the  necessary  competencies  but  

deliberately  chose to  ignore/refuse  to adhere  to the  law.  This  to  the  committee  

was strong  indictment  on Mr.  Cheruiyotõs personal  character  as a state  officer.  

For  that  reason  the  committee  found  that  Mr.  Cheruiyot  is  not  fit  to  carry  

out  any  duties  in  any  other  offices.  

Other  Recommendations  

Mr . Speaker  Sir,  

During  its  investigations  the  committee  came across  instances  where  Mr.  

Cheruiyot  committed  acts  that  amount  to serious  criminal  offences  under  

Kenyan  law.  The Committee  came across  two  instances  where  it  found  reason  

to believe  that  the  Mr.  Cheruiyot  uttered  false  documents,  particularly  with  the  

forwarding  of the  CIDP and  the  Fiscal  Strategy  paper  to Controller  of Budget . 

The committee  is  also  of the  opinion  that  liability  also  lies  in  his  office  for  the  

alterin g of the  County  Assembly  Budget .Moreover,  though  the  committee  was 

unable  to pinpoint  definitively  to the  unavailability  of documentary  evidence,  

there  is reason  to believe  that  they  were cheque s which  the  Mr . Cheruiyot  

allowed  to be drawn  while  aware  that  they  would  be dishonored . The committee  

recommends  that  this  inf ormation  should  be forwarded  to the  relevant  

authorities  for  possible  prosecution  of Mr.  Cheruiyot.  

Also,  In  the  course  of its  investigations  the  committee  came across  

evidence  to  the  effect  that  regulations  were made  to  give the  

members  of the  County  Executive  Committee  Car  Loan  and  

Mortgage  facility.   This  car  loan  and  mortgage  facility  raised  a lot  of  
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issues  which  the  committee  due  to its  limited  time  could  not  delve deeper  into.  

However  the  committee  proposes  that  the  Assembly  investigate  this  matter  to  

shed light  on the  following  issues: - 

- How did  the  regulations  by pass  the  assembly  yet  they  were made  

pursuant  to section  116 (1) of the  PFM Act  which  states  that  òa 

county  Executive  Committee  member  for  finance  may  establish  

other  public  funds  with  the approval  of the County  Executive  

Committee  and  the county  assembly ó ? 

- What  is the  priority  for  car  loans  particularly  for  CECõs when  they  

are entitled  to  official  vehicle  which  they  use throughout  the  

week?  

- If  the  regulations  were made  pursuant  to  advice  from  Salaries  and  

Remuneration  commission , why  was it  restricted  to  CECõs and  the  

County  Attorney?  

- When  and  how  was the  appropriation  done  for  the  Car  Loan  and  

Mortgage  Fund  for  the  County  Executive  Committee  
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Annexure  

Annexure 1  

Rules of Procedure for the Special committee 

 

1. The Persons who shall be invited to appear before the Committee shall be known as the 
respondent in the Rules of Procedure. 

2. The Committee will conduct an independent review of the allegations, facts and 
recommendation of the Ad hoc Committee on the use of overdraft and such other necessary 
allegations levied against the CEC Finance to determine the weight of evidence produced as 
against the allegations contained in the charges. 

3. The respondents may submit written submissions in reply to the charges against them within 
three calendar days after receiving the Committeeõs notification of charges. 

4. The reply from the respondents must respond in detail to each and every charge. 
5. Except as allowed by the Rules of Procedure, members of the Committee are prohibited 

from talking with anyone about any issues related to the removal hearing. 
6. No respondent is allowed to communicate with any member of the Committee on issues 

touching on the removal proceedings outside of the removal hearing. 
7. A member of the Committee shall  be disqualified from participating in the hearing if it is 

discovered that he/ she has been engaging in unauthorised communication outside the 
removal hearing. 

8. A member of the Committee shall recuse (remove) herself/himself if the member discovers 
he or she has an actual or apparent conflict of interest that cannot be reconciled. 

9. The Chair of the Committee shall be the Presiding Officer and shall be assisted by the vice-
chairperson. 

10. The chairperson will manage the proceedings and make determinations on behalf of the 
Committee and will ensure that each party has an opportunity to effectively participate in the 
appeal hearing process. 

11. The removal hearing will be scheduled for three hours per respondent, unless the committee 
resolves to increase the period. 

12. A pre-hearing conference may be conducted to consider and make determinations on any 
procedural issues related to the removal hearing. 

13. The committee will issue a notice of removal hearing to the respondent at least three days 
prior to the date of the hearing. 

14. The Committee shall keep a verbatim record of the removal hearing. 
15. The Committee will manage the removal hearing and make rulings on evidence and 

procedural issues. In general, the Committee will allow evidence that a reasonably prudent 
person is accustomed to rely upon. 

16. Each party will have the right to call and examine witnesses, present evidence, cross-examine 
witnesses. 

17. Persons called as witnesses must swear or affirm to testify truthfully before testifying. The 
Committee may issue summons to require a person to testify or produce documents. 

18. The Committee may review its procedural decisions from time to time. 
19. The removal hearings will be conducted as open meetings unless the law requires closure of 

all or a portion of the hearing. 
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20. After the hearing, the Committee will enter findings, conclusions and a final determination 
as to whether the executive committee member for finance should be removed from office. 

21. The Committee may send a copy of the findings, conclusions and final determination to the 
respondents three days before the report is tabled in the Assembly. 

22. The Committee will then table its report to the Assembly for adoption. 
23. Documents filed for the removal proceedings will be made available to the public for 

inspection and copying unless the law provides otherwise. 
 
 
Approved by the Committee on 30th March 2015 

Hon.RobertSerbai 

Chairperson 
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Annexure 2 (Minutes)  

 

Minutes of the Special Committee for 27 th  March 2015  

 

REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOMET COUNTY 

BOMET COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

MEETING OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE HELD ON 27TH MARCH 2015 AT 

1520HRS AT CHAMBERS 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

1. Hon.  Reuben  Langat - Member  

2. Hon.  TapleleiRotich - Member  

3. Hon.  Wilson  Keter - Member  

4. Hon.  Robert Serbai - Member  

5. Hon.  Julius  Korir- Member  

6. Hon.  SamwelBor - Member  

7. Hon.  Samson  Towett - Member  

8. Hon.  Leah  Kirui - Member  

9. Hon.  Philip  Siele - Member  

10. Hon.  Rose  Boiyon - Member  

11. Hon.  BenardYegon - Member  
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MEMBERS ABSENT WITHOUT APOLOGY 

1. Hon. EvalineChepkemoi - Member  

2. Hon. John Chepkwony - Member  

3. Hon. Leah Kirui - Member  

 

 

IN ATTENDANCE 

1. Oscar  Sang  

2. VeronicahWaweru  

3. Timothy  Korir 

AGENDA 

1. Preliminaries  

2. Election of chairperson and vice chairperson  

3. Adjournment  

SC/01/03/2015: PRELIMINARIES 

The secretary welcomed the members to the meeting. Hon. 

TapleleiRotich opened the meeting with a word of prayer.  

SC/02/03/2015: ELECTION OF CHAIRPERSON AND VICE CHAIRPERSON 

Hon. Julius Korir proposed Hon. Robert Serbai to be the chairperson 

of the committee. He wa s seconded by Hon. Samson Towett. The 

committee unanimously elected Hon. Robert Serbai as the 

chairperson of the committee.  

Hon. SamwelBor proposed Hon. TapleleiRotich to be the vice 

chairperson of the committee. The Committee unanimously electe d 

Hon. TapleleiRotich as the vice chairperson of the committee.  

The chair and the vice chairperson gave a vote of thanks for being 

elected to their current position.  
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The chair then welcomed the Director of legal service to brief the 

members on the mandates of the com mittees.  

The committee agreed to meet on Monday for adoption of the rules 

of procedure and charges preferred against the respondent.  

SC/03/03/2015: Adjournment  

There being no other business the chair adjourned meeting at 1540 

hrs to Monday 30 th March, 2015 at 12.00 noon.  

Hon.  Rose Boiyon closed the meeting with a word of prayer.  

 

SIGNED BY: 

 

The Chairperson: éééééééééééééééééééééééé. 

Date    ééééééééééééééééééééééééé 

 

The Secretary: ééééééééééééééééééé.. éééééé 

Date        éééééééééééééééééééééééééé. 
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Minutes of the Special Committee for 30 th  March 2015  

 

REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOMET COUNTY 

BOMET COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

MINUTES OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON 30TH MARCH 2015 AT 3:00PM 

AT THE ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

1. Hon. RoberSerbai - Chair Person 

2. Hon. TapleleiRotich - Vice Chair  

3. Hon. SamwelBor - Member  

4. Hon. Leah Kirui - Member  

5. Hon. Reuben Langõat- Member  

6. Hon. PhiliphSiele - Member  

7. Hon. Rose Boiyon - Member  

8. Hon. Samson Towett - Member  

9. Hon. BenardNgõeno- Member  

10. Hon. Wilson Keter - Member  

11. Hon. Julius Korir- Member  

12. Hon. EvalineChepkemoi - Member  

ABSENT APOPOGY 

Hon. John Chepkwony  
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IN ATTENDANCE 

1. Oscar Sang - Director Legal  

2. Timothy K. Korir ð Secretary/Research  

AGENDA 

1. Preliminaries  

2. Confirmation of the previous minutes  

3. Matters arising  

4. Adoption of rules and procedure  

5. Plan of schedule of events  

6. A.O.B. 

SC/04/3/2015 PRELIMINARIES 

The chair called the meeting to order at exactly 3:00pm and 

requested Hon. Reuben Langõat to recite an opening prayer. 

SC/05/3/2015 CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES 

Differed to the next  meeting.Therefore no matters arising.  

SC/06/3/2015 ADOPTION OF RULES AND PROCEDURES 

The chair requested the secretary to read the rules of procedure and 

further ensured that all the members have copies of the proposed 

rules and procedures.  

The rules of pr ocedure read as follows as proposed by the 

chairperson Hon. Robert Serbai;  

Rules of Procedure for the Special committee investigating the Removal from office of the 

Executive Committee Member of Finance 

 

24. The Persons who shall be invited to appear before the Committee shall be known as the 
respondent in the Rules of Procedure. 

25. The Committee will conduct an independent review of the allegations, facts and 
recommendation of the Ad hoc Committee on the use of overdraft and such other necessary 
allegations levied against the CEC Finance to determine the weight of evidence produced as 
against the allegations contained in the charges. 
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26. The respondents may submit written submissions in reply to the charges against them within 
three calendar days after receiving the Committeeõs notification of charges. 

27. The reply from the respondents must respond in detail to each and every charge. 
28. Except as allowed by the Rules of Procedure, members of the Committee are prohibited 

from talking with anyone about any issues related to the removal hearing. 
29. No respondent is allowed to communicate with any member of the Committee on issues 

touching on the removal proceedings outside of the removal hearing. 
30. A member of the Committee shall  be disqualified from participating in the hearing if it is 

discovered that he/ she has been engaging in unauthorised communication outside the 
removal hearing. 

31. A member of the Committee shall recuse (remove) herself/himself if the member discovers 
he or she has an actual or apparent conflict of interest that cannot be reconciled. 

32. The Chair of the Committee shall be the Presiding Officer and shall be assisted by the vice-
chairperson. 

33. The chairperson will manage the proceedings and make determinations on behalf of the 
Committee and will ensure that each party has an opportunity to effectively participate in the 
appeal hearing process. 

34. The removal hearing will be scheduled for three hours per respondent, unless the committee 
resolves to increase the period. 

35. A pre-hearing conference may be conducted to consider and make determinations on any 
procedural issues related to the removal hearing. 

36. The committee will issue a notice of removal hearing to the respondent at least three days 
prior to the date of the hearing. 

37. The Committee shall keep a verbatim record of the removal hearing. 
38. The Committee will manage the removal hearing and make rulings on evidence and 

procedural issues. In general, the Committee will allow evidence that a reasonably prudent 
person is accustomed to rely upon. 

39. Each party will have the right to call and examine witnesses, present evidence, cross-examine 
witnesses. 

40. Persons called as witnesses must swear or affirm to testify truthfully before testifying. The 
Committee may issue summons to require a person to testify or produce documents. 

41. The Committee may review its procedural decisions from time to time. 
42. The removal hearings will be conducted as open meetings unless the law requires closure of 

all or a portion of the hearing. 
43. After the hearing, the Committee will enter findings, conclusions and a final determination 

as to whether the executive committee member for finance should be removed from office. 
44. The Committee may send a copy of the findings, conclusions and final determination to the 

respondents three days before the report is tabled in the Assembly. 
45. The Committee will then table its report to the Assembly for adoption. 
46. Documents filed for the removal proceedings will be made available to the public for 

inspection and copying unless the law provides otherwise. 

The Secretary read the rules of procedure as instructed by the 

Chairperson and the chair further urged the members to give their 

opinions and any amendments to the rules of procedure if any;  
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Hon. Samson Towett sort to know why the chairperson had proposed 

to have the 3hrs scheduled fo r engaging each respondents. This was 

in relation to procedure number 11 which states that òThe removal 

hearing will be scheduled for three hours per respondent, unless the 

committee resolves to increase the periodó 

Hon. Samson Towett was drawing relation with other Ad hoc 

committee that have been formed in the past, and mainly as to why 

the chairperson proposed to have three hours interviewing each 

respondent. The Director legal services who was in attendance 

responded on behalf of the chairperson that the  respondent had to 

be given more time to explain and give committee more time to 

collect more evidence and also this was a caution to the committee 

that incase of any court case the committee will be found not to 

have violated any procedure.  

The members fu rther sort clarification on the procedure number 21 

which reads, òThe Committee may send a copy of the findings, 

conclusions and final determination to the respondents three days 

before the report is tabled in the Assemblyó. The committee sort 

clarificatio n as to why the committee might send the a copy of the 

report to the respondent three days before its tabling and also sort to 

know the reason as to why the three days was proposed by the 

Chairperson. The chairperson with the help of the Director legal 

service responded that, the main reason was to give the respondent 

a fair hearing.  

Thereafter the committee further recommended that they adopt the 

report with an amendment to procedure 21 that the number of days 

be reduced to 2 days and now the procedure wil l read like this òThe 

Committee may send a copy of the findings, conclusions and final 

determination to the respondents two days before the report is 

tabled in the Assemblyó 

The committee further requested the chairperson to request for 

extension of 11 wor king days in the House so that they can give the 

respondent more time to prepare and also for the committee to 
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collect more evidence and information before engaging with the 

C.E.C finance. They further proposed that, with the looming recess 

they will plan their events how they undertake their core mandate 

during the short recess.  

The committee then adopted the rules of procedure with Hon. 

RotichTaplelei proposing and Hon. Leah Kirui seconding.  

SC/07/3/2015 REVIEW OF CHARGES 

The chairperson requested the dir ector legal services to read the 

charges to the committee for discussion and deliberation. The 

charges were as follows as read by the legal officer;  

CHARGES AGAINST THE  EXECUTIVE  COMMITTEE  MEMBER  OFFINANCE  

Charge One: Gross Violation of the Constitution and the Public Finance Management Act, 

2012 

IV.  Unlawfully and unprocedurally borrowing overdrafts and other short term loans contrary to the Article 212 of the 

constitution and provisions of sections 58, 122,140,141 and 142 of the Public Finance Management Act, 

2012. 

Particulars 

That Mr Cheruiyot on diverse dates between Aug 2013 and Sept 2014 breached the law with wanton abandon 

by borrowing and taking overdrafts on behalf of the county and yet the same had not been approved by the County 

Assembly as required by the law. The county government incurred and continues to incur huge losses in form of 

interests. 

 

Charge two; Gross Violation of the Public Finance Management Act.2012 

Particulars 

V. Unlawfully and intentionally altering and misrepresenting critical county financial documents including but not 

limited to the FY 2014-2015 budget and appropriation Act contrary to section 129(2)(b) and  162 of the 

Public Finance Management Act, 2012. 

Particulars 
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That sometimes between July 2014 and August 2014 Mr Cheruiyot knowingly allowed a budget to be uploaded 

into the Intergrated Financial Management System platform that  did not conform to the Budget Estimates and 

Appropriation Act approved by the County Assembly. 

 

 

VI.  Unlawfully and intentionally permitting a car loan and mortgage scheme that was not anchored in any law 

contrary to section 102 of the PFM act. 

Particulars 

That Mr. Cheruiyot allowed and encouraged an agreement to be executed between the County Government and 

Transnational Bank regarding a car laon and mortage facility for the members of the County Assembly of Bomet that 

was contrary to regulations that he has issued pursuant to section 116 of the PFM Act. 

c) Unlawfully allowing the issuance of cheques in the namen of the county government to be issued to various groups 

and societies without any legal regulations 

 

Particulars 

The CEC has allowed the issuance of cheques to certain groups in the county by the Governor that is not backed by 

any legal regulations making it arbitrary and a political tool 

 

VII.  Gross misconduct 

Particulars 

That Mr. Cheruiyot failed on several ocassions to account for Kshs. 70 Million vote head appropriated by the County 

Assembly for a fund for car loans and mortagage for members of the County Assembly in the Supplementary 

Appropriation Act 2013-2014. 

Mr. Cheruiyiot  has also failed to account for Kshs. 61 million for the Building of a new assembly chamber 2013-

2014. 

Mr. Cheruiyot has  failed to account Kshs. 8 Million for the construction  of 

Mr. Cheruiyot has failed to 
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Charge three; Gross violation of the constitution 

Particulars 

1. Unlawfully and Intentionally withholding crucial financial information contrary to Article 201of the 

constitution 

 

Particulars 

That mr.cheruiyot has on several occasion occasions deliberately fail to avail crucial financial information whenever it is 

required by the county assembly. Mr, cheruioyot refused to avail the documents and/or information to the Adhoc 

committee regarding overdrafts that have been taken by the county Government since its inception. 

Comments on Charges and Amendments  

1. The committee wanted to know exactly at what time they were 

issued with the car -loan. However, they mentioned that C.E.C 

finance did not transmit to the controller of budget a final budget. 

The committee therefore concluded this would be a charge of 

cross-misconduct  

2. That the issue of statutory deductions needs to be included as 

part of the charges. The committee was therefore informed that 

evidence will be required and the members were challenged to 

do their persona l charge to prove that C.E.C was to face a 

charge on failure to submit statutory deductions and car loan for 

members of Bomet county assembly.  

3. The members further consulted on the issues of PAYE and tax 

submission to the KRA. After a lengthy deliberation t he committee 

resolved that they were going to interrogate the respondent 

based on the evidence provided.  

4. The committee then resolved they were going to include in the 

charges on the inconsistency by the C.E.C in providing answers 

relating to issues on old age persons fund, PWDs fund, 61M meant 

for construction of assembly chambers etc.  
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5. The committee then requested the legal department to complete 

the charges and the committee will have one final look at them in 

the next meeting before they are sent to the C .E.C. 

 

SC/08/3/2015 PLAN OF EVENTS 

The committee resolved that they will meet in the next meeting to 

plan the occurrence of events.  

 

SC/09/3/2015 A.O.B  

The chair promised that he will seek for extension in the house on 

Tuesday, March 31, 2015 at 2:00pm.  

The Next meeting scheduled to be on Tuesday, March 31, 2015 at 

1:00pm.  

 

SC/10/3/2015 ADJOURNMENT 

There being no other business the meeting adjourned with the prayer 

from Hon. Rose Boiyon.  

 

Signed By;  

Chairpersonééé.................... Secretary  ééééééééééé 

 

Date   ééééééééé Date   ééééééééééé 
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Minutes of the Special Committee for 2 nd  April 2015  

 

REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOMET COUNTY 

BOMET COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

MINUTES OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON 2ND APRIL 2015 AT 1:30PM AT 

THE ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

1. Hon. Robert Serbai - Chair Person  

2. Hon. TapleleiRotich - Vice Chair  

3. Hon. Leah Kirui - Member  

4. Hon. Reuben Langõat- Member  

5. Hon. PhiliphSiele - Member  

6. Hon. Rose Boiyon - Member  

7. Hon. Samson Towett - Member  

8. Hon. BenardNgõeno- Member  

9. Hon. Wilson Keter - Member  

MEMBERS ABSENT WITHOUT APOLOGY 

1. Hon. EvalineChepkemoi - Member  

2. Hon. Julius Korir- Member - Member  

3. Hon. BenardNgõeno- Member  

4. Hon. SamwelBor - Member  
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IN ATTENDANCE 

1. Timothy Kipkirui - Secretary  

2. Oscar Sang -Director legal services  

Agenda  

1. Preliminaries  

2. Confirmation of previ ous minutes  

3. Matters arising  

4. Finalization and perusal of the charges  

5. A.O.B 

6. Adjournment  

SC/11/04/2015 MIN Preliminaries  

The chair thanked and welcomed the members for attending the 

meeting and further requested Hon. Samson Towett to pray an 

opening prayer.  

SC/12/04/2015 MIN Confirmation of previous minutes  

Differed to the next meeting therefore no matters arising.  

SC/13/04/2015 MIN Brief from the Chair  

The chair briefed the members on the importance of meeting citing 

that the main purpose was to peruse the charges and finalize on 

them before sending them to the C.E.C. The chair further urged the 

members that it will be prudent to have a pre -hearing meeting with 

the C.E.C before having a final meeting for his defense and 

interrogation by the committee.  

SC/14/ 04/2015 Perusal and finalization of the charges  

The committee then requested to have a meeting to peruse the 

charges on a hard copy before they meet the C.E.C. This was 

because the charges were very important for the committee and 

this is where they would build their case on. The committee then 

agreed that they must look at the charges physically. The committee 
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was of the opinion that since the time is up they must see a final draft 

of the charges in the meeting.  

The committee then resolved that they will m eet after 30Mins for the 

finalization of the charges and members of the committee to peruse 

them. It was therefore resolved that they will meet after plenary to 

finalize the charges. The chair then requested the members to keep 

time.  

The committee was susp ended for 30mins for finalization of charges.  

After 1hré 

The meeting resumed after 1hr for perusal of the charges. The 

chairperson requested the director legal service to read the charges 

to the committee and give a brief explanation of each charge. The 

director legal service did so as requested and explained to the 

members in detail what each charge entails.  

The member sorted clarifications on various issues which included 

their car loan and issues to do with CIDP and annual development 

plan. The directo r legal services explained to the members that they 

should always stick to evidence that can be easily be substantiated.  

After a lengthy deliberation the committee resolved that the 

charges of cross -misconduct could be easily substantiated together 

with ot her charges. The committee cited uploading a different 

budget to IFMIS system as their first evidence they will use.  

The committee also sort to know of circumstances  in which one of 

the charges could not be substantiated. The director legal services 

inform ed the committee that in case of a circumstance which one 

of the charges could not be substantiated the committee would 

interrogate evidence based on the charges that can be 

substantiated, even if it is one charge.  

SC/15/04/2015 Adoption of Charges  

The com mittee then adopted the charges by majority decision.  
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SC/16/04/2015 A.O.B  

Hon. Wilson Keter sort to know the payment of allowances to Adhoc 

committee sittings. The chair together with the members agreed to 

have clarification from the clerkõs office. 

SC/17/ 04/2015 ADJOURNMENT 

There being no other business Hon. Samson Towett closed the 

meeting with a word of prayer as requested by the chairperson.  

 

Signed by;  

Chairpersonééé.................... Secretary  ééééééééééé 

 

Date   ééééééééé Date   ééééééééééé 
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Minutes of the Special Committee for 7 th  April 2015  

 

REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOMET COUNTY 

BOMET COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

MINUTES OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON 7th APRIL 2015 AT 1:30PM AT 

THE ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

1. Hon. Robert Serbai - Chairperson  

2. Hon. EvalineChepkemoi - Member  

3. Hon. Leah Kirui - Member  

4. Hon. Julius Korir- Member  

5. Hon. Reuben Langõat- Member  

6. Hon. SamwelBor - Member  

MEMBERS ABSENT WITH APOLOGY 

1. Hon. TapleleiRotich  

2. Hon. Rose Boiyon  

3. Hon. Wilson Keter  

MEMBERS ABSENT WITHOUT APOLOGY 

1. Hon. Philip  Siele 

2. Hon. BenardNgõeno 

3. Hon. Samson Towett  

4. Hon. John Chepkwony  
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IN ATTENDANCE 

Timothy Korir- Secretary  

SC/18/04/2015 PRELIMINARIES 

The chairperson called the meeting to order informing the members 

of the importance of the meeting and further requested Hon.  Leah 

Kirui to pray an opening prayer.  

SC/19/04/2015 CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES 

Differed to the next meeting  

SC/20/04/2015 MATTERS ARRISING 

No matters arising  

SC/21/04/2015 PRE-HEARING 

The chairperson then humbly requested for the members to 

introduce themselves because of the new member in attendance 

who is the C.E.C for finance Mr. David Cheruiyot. The members did 

introduce themselves as requested by the chairperson. After a brief 

introduction the chairperson requested the Senior Legal Couns el for 

brief comments to the committee concerning the charges and the 

rules of procedure. After a brief from the Senior Legal Counsel the 

chairperson requested the respondent to make some comments on 

the charges and what time is suitable for his response.  

The respondent the C.E.C Mr. David Cheruiyot confirmed to the 

committee that he will look at the charges and further told 

committee that he will respond to the committee inform of a report 

and present it to the committee before end of business on Thursday 

9th April, 2015. 

The chairperson together with the committee members informed the 

respondent that the time was limited since they were supposed to 

table a report on 13 th April 2015. So they requested the respondent 

that it will be important and helpful to the committee if it will present 

his report on the charges against him at an earlier date and time. He 
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also mentioned that he will present himself to the committee alone 

and will not come along with any witness.  

The responded in response stated to the comm ittee that he needed 

enough time to collect counter evidence and prepare an extensive 

report on the charges, so he requested that he be give humble time 

and promised to deliver a report as earlier requested on Thursday 9 th 

April, 2015. He also mentioned th at he will present himself to the 

committee alone and will not come along with any witness.  

After a lengthy deliberation the committee unanimously resolved 

that they will give the respondent enough time until the closure of 

business on Thursday 9 th April, 2015 as requested by Mr. David 

Cheruiyot. It was also agreed that the committee will interact with 

responded on Friday 10 th April, 2015 at 2PM. The committee then 

further informed the respondent that in his report he should respond 

to every charge against him.  

SC/22/04/2015 A.O.B  

1. The respondent confirmed that he has been served with the 

charges together with the rules of procedure and he was 

comfortable with them.  

2. The respondent then confirmed and affirmed to the committee 

that he will interact with the com mittee on Friday 10 th April, 2015 

at 2PM and respond to charges laid against him.  

 

SC/23/04/2015 ADJOURNMENT 

There being no other business the chair requested Hon. 

EvalineChekemoi to pray a closing prayer.  
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Signed by;  

Chairpersonééé.................... Secretary  ééééééééééé 

 

Date   ééééééééé Date   ééééééééééé 
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Minutes of the Special Committee for 10 th  April 2015  

(Morning Session)  

REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOMET COUNTY 

BOMET COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

MINUTES OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON 10TH APRIL 2015 AT 11:00AM 

AT THE ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

1. Hon. Robert Serbai - Chair Person  

2. Hon. TapleleiRotich - Vice Chair  

3. Hon. Leah Kirui - Member  

4. Hon. Reuben Langõat- Member  

5. Hon. PhiliphSiele - Member  

6. Hon. Rose Boiyon - Member  

7. Hon. Samson Towett - Memb er 

8. Hon. BenardNgõeno- Member  

9. Hon. Wilson Keter - Member  

10. Hon. EvalineChepkemoi - Member  

11. Hon. Julius Korir- Member - Member  

12. Hon. SamwelBor - Member  

 

MEMBERS ABSENT WITHOUT APOLOGY 

Hon. John Chepkwony - Member  
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IN ATTENDANCE 

1. Timothy Kipkirui - Secretary  

2. Oscar Sang-Director legal services  

Agenda  

1. Preliminaries  

2. Confirmation of previous minutes  

3. Matters arising  

4. Perusal of response from the respondent the C.E.C Mr. David 

Cheruiyot  

5. A.O.B 

6. Adjournment  

SC/24/04/2015 Preliminaries  

The chair called the meeting to order at exactly 11:00am and 

requested Hon. SamwelBor to open with a word of prayer.  

SC/25/04/2015 Confirmation of the previous minutes  

The chair requested that all the minutes of previous meetings be 

read for confirmation. The chair then requested the secretary to  

read the previous minutes for confirmation.  

(a)  The secretary read the previous minutes of the meeting dated 

27th March, 2015 which were confirmed by Hon. SamwelBor 

proposing and Hon. TapleleiRotich seconding them.  

(b)  The secretary further read the minutes of th e previous meeting 

dated 30 th March, 2015 which were confirmed by Hon. Reuben 

Langõat proposing and Hon. Leah Chepkirui seconding them. 

(c)  The secretary also read the minutes of the previous meeting 

dated 2 nd  April, 2015 which were confirmed by Hon. Samson 

Towett and seconded by Hon. Wilson Keter.  

(d)  The secretary finally read the minutes of the previous meeting 

dated 7 th April, 2015 which were confirmed by Hon. Leah 

Chepkoech and seconded by Hon. Julius Korir  
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SC/26/04/2015 Matters arising  

Hon. SamwelBor request ed that in the last meeting of 2 nd  April, 2015 

they were absent because they were out on an official duty so it 

should be indicated that they were absent with apology and not 

without apology.  

SC/27/04/2015 Perusal of response from the respondent  

The chairp erson confirmed from the members whether everyone has 

a copy of the documents presented by the C.E.C which adds as 

part of the official response by the C.E.C.  

After confirming that everyone has a copy the chairperson 

requested the Director Legal Services t o assist the committee in 

analyzing part of his response and to further inform the committee 

any legal opinion and advice.  

The committee cited several issues which were not clearly 

mentioned by the C.E.C and the mentioned issue was the fact that 

the C.E.C denied that overdraft is not a loan. The chair further urged 

the members to interrogate the respondent based on the evidence 

that could be substantiated based on the evidence he brought forth 

to the committee.  

The committee also resolved that they would in terrogate the issues 

of uploading a different budget into IFMIS as opposed to what was 

passed by the Assembly. The issue was not also not left aside but the 

committee promised that they were going to interrogate the 

respondent on the issue of car loan and the agreement between 

the bank and the county government. There were also questions 

that would be directed to the C.E.C to explain to the committee 

whether the car loan was a commercial loan or not. The issue of 

whether supplementary budget reach the contr oller of budget was 

widely mentioned and the committee did promised that the C.E.C 

should be able to explain whether a copy of supplementary budget 

was supplied to the controller of budget.  
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SC/28/04/2015 A.O.B 

1. The committee then requested that a brief questionnaire be 

prepared  

2. The members unanimously agreed to visit Kisumu to go and write 

a report.  

SC/29/04/2015 Adjournment  

There being no other A.O.B the chair requested Hon. Rose Boiyon to 

pray, and the hearing from the witness scheduled for Afternoon a t 

2:00pm.  

 

Approval  

Chairperson éééééééééééé. Signéééééééééééé.. 

 

Secretary  ééééééééééééé.Signééééééééééééé 
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Minutes of the Special Committee for 10 th  April 2015  

(Afternoon Session)  

 

REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOMET COUNTY 

BOMET COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

MINUTES OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON 10TH APRIL 2015 AT 3:00PM 

(AFTERNOON) AT THE ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

1. Hon. Robert Serbai - Chair Person  

2. Hon. TapleleiRotich - Vice Chair  

3. Hon. Leah Kirui - Member  

4. Hon. Reuben Langõat- Member  

5. Hon. PhiliphSiele - Member  

6. Hon. Rose Boiyon - Member  

7. Hon. Samson Towett - Member  

8. Hon. BenardNgõeno- Member  

9. Hon. WilsohnKeter - Member  

10. Hon. EvalineChepkemoi - Member  

11. Hon. Julius Korir- Member - Member  

12. Hon. SamwelBor - Member  
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MEMBERS ABSENT WITHOUT APOLOGY 

Hon. John Chepkwony - Member  

IN ATTENDANCE 

1. Timothy Kipkirui - Secretary  

2. Oscar Sang -Director legal services  

3. VeronicahWaweru - Legal officer  

4. HaronNgõeno- Seniour Legal Counsel  

Agenda  

1. Preliminaries  

2. Confirmation of previous minutes  

3. Matters arising  

4. Hearing from the respondent Mr. David Cheruiyo t 

5. A.O.B 

6. Adjournment  

SC/30/04/2015 Preliminaries  

The chair called the meeting to order and Hon. Wilson Keter opened 

the meeting with a word of prayer.  

SC/31/04/ 2015 Hearing  from the respondent Mr. David Cheruiyot  

The chair read to the respondent the 1 st cha rge and was given time 

to respond.  

Charge 1  

Charge One: Gross Violation of the Constitution and the Public Finance Management Act, 

2012 

i. Unlawfully and unprocedurally borrowing overdrafts and other short term loans contrary to the Article 212 of the 

constitution and provisions of sections 58, 122,140,141 and 142 of the Public Finance Management Act, 2012. 

Particulars 

That Mr Cheruiyot on diverse dates between Aug 2013 and Sept 2014 breached the law with wanton abandon 

by borrowing and taking overdrafts on behalf of the county and yet the same had not been approved by the County 
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Assembly as required by the law. The county government incurred and continues to incur huge losses in form of 

interests. 

Response of the C.E.C and further interrogation by the M embers of 

committee  

That the first 1 st overdraft was proposed under Section 119 of the PFM 

Act, and that they met with the Executive committee which 

approved the overdraft for salaries and other recurrent expenditures. 

He further   confirmed  to  the   committee                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

that Section 119 was relevant and was heavily relied to the instance 

of securing the overdraft.  

He further confirmed to the committee that Section 142 of the PFM 

Act is in relation to the loans which did not apply to that situation. He 

also said that if they were aware that section 142 of PFM Act applied 

then they would forward the overdraft to the Assembly for approval.  

He also mentioned that the cash flow was not stable in the 

beginning and the staff in the Executive had not been capacitat ed 

and further confirmed to the committee that he as the C.E.C wrote 

to the Bank not to issue any funds if the accounts had been 

overdrawn or had no funds for that matter.  

Follow up question from Hon. Reuben Langat  

That Section 119(4) of the PFM Act which states that òan accounting 

officer for a county entity shall not cause a bank account of the 

entity to be overdrawn beyond the limit authorized by the County 

Treasury or a Board of a county government entity, if anyó only 

allows accounting officers to over draw the accounts and the C.E.C 

is not an accounting officer but he authorized the bank overdrafts 

and even over drawing of the bank accounts.  

Response  

That Section 119 of the PFM Act talks of either a board or accounting 

officer and either can set up regu lations and the terms of managing 

a county account and that the county treasury consists of directors 
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as per the Article 212 of the Constitution. So how he understood is 

that the Constitution is the supreme law and for operations it requires 

Acts of parlia ment and regulations. He also confirmed to the 

committee that there is no contradiction between the laws i.e. 

Constitution and PFM Act as far as the securing for overdraft is 

concerned and confirmed to the committee that he has not broken 

any law and that he didnõt know whether he was supposed to use 

Section 119 of the PFM Act.  

Response on the exact figure borrowed  

That it is the executive committee that approved the overdraft and 

Section 119 of the PFM Act was not used. He also confirmed to the 

committee t hat before the overdraft was authorized by the county 

treasury the executive committee approved it.  

That between August, 2014 and November 2014 the overdraft had 

been repaid and when he saw the persisting overdrafts he wrote to 

the bank to stop any overdra fts within a month, and within a month 

all the overdrafts had been stopped.  

Mr Cheruiyot  confirmed to the committee that the furthest amount 

that was borrowed from the bank as a result of overdraft was about 

40 Million and within a month it had been regula rized. He also said 

that he was not in a position to respond on whether the governor 

said the overdraft had been approved by the assembly but he 

could confirm that since November, 2014 there have been no 

overdrafts.  

Minutes of the County treasury and whether securing of overdraft 

was based on the last audited account  

That the minutes have been attached to the response he gave to 

the assembly and also there letters he did to that effect. He also 

affirmed that the legal office was consulted and were inde ed 

present in that meeting and he will supply the minutes to that effect.  
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Whether overdraft was based on the last audited account  

Mr. Cheruiyot  responded that Section 119 (a) of the PFM Act does 

not require that 5% of the last audited accounts to be a sub ject of 

allowing overdraft or not. He also mentioned that there is a thin line 

between an overdraft and a loan and it relates to the agreement 

between the loanee  and the loaner and that if it is past 1 year it is a 

loan but if itõs within 1 year it is an overdraft but it attracts interest 

and according to him overdraft is not a loan.  

 

Terms & Conditions of the Overdraft  

That within the county government there are accounting officers 

and County Assembly is an entity and that the banking institution 

only aske d for minutes before for approving the overdraft. He further 

told the committee that the overdraft was attracting an interest of 

16% on reducing balance method and he is not a signatory to 

cheques although he has a guideline for them. He also mentioned 

tha t officers and staff are not allowed to issue cheques but are 

allowed to do so if the cashbook is faulty.  

That they only secured overdraft once and that they have paid the 

150M approved by the Assembly in three installments. That he had 

taken precautions o n setting government entities according to 

Section 5 of the PFM Act. He also confirmed to the committee that 

he used Section 1 of PFM Act in creating the Bomet water company 

and that he will make a list of bounced cheques as soon as possible 

and he we avai l to the committee and that he take the overall 

responsibility on the bouncing cheque  

Bouncing Cheques  

That 2nd  Quarter is from October -December and 2 nd  Quarter is from 

September - November and the cheques were taken to the bank 

thus overdrawing the account s. According to Mr Cheruiyot  he 

preferred a bouncing cheque although it is not proper, but he wrote 
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a letter and further communicated verbally to the bank manager on 

the interest charge on overdrafts.  

In conclusion he mentioned that during the Ad Hoc commi ttee 

meeting most of the documents were in the custody of the auditor 

general and they could not avail the documents as requested. He 

further said that they had no intention not to avail the documents as 

they are public documents.  

Charge 2  

Charge two; Gross Violation of the Public Finance Management Act.2012 

Particulars 

c) Unlawfully and intentionally altering and misrepresenting critical county financial documents including but not 

limited to the FY 2014-2015 budget and appropriation Act contrary to section 129(2)(b) and  162 of the 

Public Finance Management Act, 2012. 

Particulars 

That sometimes between July 2014 and August 2014 Mr Cheruiyot knowingly allowed a budget to be uploaded 

into the Intergrated Financial Management System platform that  did not conform to the Budget Estimates and 

Appropriation Act approved by the County Assembly. 

d) Unlawfully and intentionally permitting a car loan and mortgage scheme that was not anchored in any law 

contrary to section 102 of the PFM act. 

Particulars 

That Mr. Cheruiyot allowed and encouraged an agreement to be executed between the County Government and 

Transnational Bank regarding a car laon and mortage facility for the members of the County Assembly of Bomet that 

was contrary to regulations that he has issued pursuant to section 116 of the PFM Act. 

c) unlawfully allowing the issuance of cheques in the namen of the county government to be issued to various groups 

and societies without  any legal regulations 

Particulars 

The CEC has allowed the issuance of cheques to certain groups in the county by the Governor that is not backed by 

any legal regulations making it arbitrary and a political tool 
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Gross misconduct 

Particulars 

That Mr. Cheruiyot failed on several ocassions to account for Kshs. 70 Million vote head appropriated by the County 

Assembly for a fund for car loans and mortagage for members of the County Assembly in the Supplementary 

Appropriation Act 2013-2014. 

Mr. Cheruiyiot  has also failed to account for Kshs. 61 million for the Building of a new assembly chamber 2013-

2014. 

Response from Mr. David Cheruiyot and follow up by the Committee 

Members  

That when he checked what he is in the IFMIS, Ap propriation Act, 

and Budget Estimates, he found out that they were tallying and 

there was no difference as earlier stated. He further confirmed to the 

committee that there is no variance between the IFMIS and the 

budget but the voteõs heads may vary but the totals will always 

remain as 265M and for instance in salaries the amount allocated is 

93 million but according to IFMIS it indicates 88M but the total 

budget was 265M.  

That what is passed by the Assembly is supposed to be uploaded the 

way it was approve d without any alterations and in every 

department there only two officers who can access IFMIS and he is 

going to investigate on who uploaded the budget between the two 

officers namely Mr. Langat  who uploads and Mr. Amos Rotich  who 

approves for the upload. He further confirmed that he didnõt recall 

any complaints on the same and that he made sure that the finance 

Officer from the County Assembly can upload the same from the 

assembly. He further promised that he will take it up a nd investigate 

on any variance on the same and take necessary action.  

Car Loan Agreement  

Response  
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That before signing any agreement with the bank he consulted with 

the County Assembly and discussed with the County Assembly for 

approval. He also mentioned that the agreement is regulated by 

regulations and in this case regulations no.7 or no.5 talks of the 

administrator as the County Assembly clerk and that the fund is 

administered by the clerk of the assembly and he is supposed to 

report to the Auditor Gene ral on the same. He also said that they 

were the custodian of the fund and after establishing it, it was then 

transferred to the County Assembly for custody.  

He also mentioned that there was an agreement that was signed 

and he is aware that the assembly ad vertised and negotiated with 

the bank that the agreement ought to be signed by the county 

secretary. He also mentioned that 40 Million has been deposited and 

anything beyond 40M is attracting an interest of 16% and that the 

bank charges votes is used in pa ying for the interest rate.  

Mr. David Cheruiyot further told the committee that during the 

closure of business in the FY year 2013/2014 a vote was created to 

gather for the 70M car loan and that their intention was to complete 

the payment of the car loan. The vote was established based on the 

appropriation budget for the FY 2013/2014 and further confirmed to 

the committee that not all money was transferred to that account.  

He also said that he will confirm whether the supplementary budget 

for the FY 2013/20 14 was uploaded in the IFMIS and he tried to 

access the central bank of Kenya but was hard to access hence 

they returned a lot of money at the end of the year.  

He also said that during the supplementary budget for the FY 

2014/2015 they will reallocate vote  heads but Mr Cheruiyot  could not 

confirm that 70M was uploaded to IFMIS. In conclusion mentioned 

that in supplementary budget for this financial year there will be 

money available for mortgage and members will not suffer the 13% 

interest.  
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On whether Exec utive Members enjoy car loan scheme  

He responded that no member of the executive has met the 

conditions set by the bank and according to legal notice no. 3 for 

car loans and mortgage for the Executive Members there are 

regulations for executive members on car loans and mortgages. He 

also affirmed that laws allow the executive to come up with 

regulations and should pass through the County Assembly for 

approval.  

Issues of G-PAY and Cash Transfers  

That G -Pay is allowed cash transfer and that they have gone awa y 

from issuing cheques especially for political purposes and they have 

supported the ECD for purposes of constructing classrooms. He 

further confirmed to the committee that he is has not issued any 

cheques for political gains and that cheques are issued wi thin the 

workplan but not limited to any particular individual. He futher told 

the committee that he was not in position to name any particular 

individual who has been issued any cheques.  

Issues of CIDP and ADP  

Mr Cheruiyot  responded that the CIDP was appr oved by the 

assembly and the ADP was delivered to the Assembly but was 

rejected and he asked the County Assembly Members to elaborate 

more on the projects they have for specific wards so as to be 

included in the ADP  

He also mentioned that they will follow programs set out in the CIDP 

but the criteria lies within the department on the plan for the 

implementation. He also confirmed to the committee that he 

received the addendum and he gave it to the department of 

Economic Planning. He therefore requested the committee that he 

will check and confirm if it was left out in the first County Intergrated 

Development plan 2013 -2018 and will further consult the Executive 

Committee.  
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0n 61M meant for construction of Chambers  

He responded that around 13 th of June, 2013 the Transition Authority 

(TA) was in charge but what is in the records was a receipt of 61M 

meant for development. The money could not be used and was 

returned to central bank, but in the following financial year the 

money was re -allocated back and the mon ey was used in various 

constructions in the County.  

Follow up by Hon. Serbai  

The committee chair Hon. Serbai said that the money was supposed 

to be used in the construction of a temporary chambers and the 

governorsõ official residence. The chair cited that the Assembly has 

never constructed anything and is using poor latrines, so the 

justification of utilization of 61M meant for development could not be 

substantiated.  

Response  

In response the C.E.C further said confirmed that he had written 

several letters to effect construction of Toilets and Chambers and 

said it was really unfortunate that no construction was done. He 

further said that he was aware that the Assembly was the oldest 

institution in Bomet County and the Transition Authority (TA) had 

allocated some funds for the Assembly and it was unfortunate that 

no construction had been set up in the County Assembly.  

Charge 3  

Charge three; Gross violation of the constitution 

Particulars 

(b) Unlawfully and Intentionally withholding crucial financial information contrary to Article 201of the 

constitution 

Particulars 
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That mr.cheruiyot has on several occasion occasions deliberately fail to avail crucial financial information whenever it is 

required by the county assembly. Mr, cheruioyot refused to avail the documents and/or information to the Adhoc 

committee regarding overdrafts that have been taken by the county Government since its inception. 

Response by C.E.C  

The C.E.C denied withholding any documents requested by the 

committee especiall y the documents requested by Adh oc 

Committee investigating the circumstance of securing overdraft 

facility by the County Treasury.  

Follow up by Hon. Samson Towett and Hon. Reuben Langõat 

Hon. Samson Towett who was then  the Chairperson of the said 

Adh oc committee mentioned that Mr C heruiyot  was unable to 

provide the documents requested by the adhoc committee. The 

said documents which were never supplied included; copies of bank 

statements, executive committee minutes which approved the 

overdraft. Hon. Samson Towett told the committee  that the C.E.C 

misadvised the committee that he could not get the said the 

documents because it was with the auditors. He further mentioned 

that this was a lie because the C.E.C could access the copies of the 

documents especially for the Bank since he was  the signatory of the 

account. Hon. Reuben Langõat followed up on the same issues and 

told the committee that the Mr Cheruiyot  had powers to access the 

said documents.  

Response by Mr. Cheruiyot  

The C.E.C responded that the executive member of finance is no t 

the custodian of the executive committee minutes. He further said 

that he could not supply the bank statements because he had 

earlier supplied the same bank statements to the budget and 

appropriation committee.  

Hon. Samson Towett cited an occasion where the C.E.C lied to the 

previous adhoc committee that he had supplied the clerk with bank 

statements and other documents as requested. But upon 
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confirmation he had not supplied the documents to the office of the 

clerk. Hon. Samson Towett said that the docume nts were supposed 

to be supplied to the adhoc committee and not the Budget and 

Appropriation committee as alleged by the C.E.C.  

In response the C.E.C mentioned that he has never withheld any 

public documents as requested by the County Assembly committee. 

He further admitted that there are challenges in his department 

which includes record keeping among other challenges.  

Issues of payroll  

Hon. Reuben Langõat sort to know whether Mr. Cheruiyot  has 

custody of payroll payments for salaries. The C.E.C responded that 

they are only the custodian of money to be transmitted to the bank 

but the payroll department is responsible for the filing of documents 

and the list to be paid  which is transmitted electronically to the 

various bank account. The C.E.C then informed t he committee that 

they have powers to audit the payroll through Human Resource 

department but the treasury department is the custodian of the 

vouchers.  

Closing remarks from the C.E.C  

5. The C.E.C mentioned that the committee was just and that it was 

friendly and fair during its interrogation and he was conformable 

through the entire process.  

6. That he had no intention of breaking the law and where they 

have wronged they usually try to find the solutions  

7. That it is now two years down the line and the officers in his 

department are learning and becoming better.  

8. He further thanked the committee for according him a fair time 

and hearing  

Closing remarks from the C.E.C  

The chair thanked the members for the patients and commitment 

they showed during the entire process o f interrogation. He further 
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thanked C.E.C for adhering to committee invitation and other 

requests.  

SC/32/04/2015 MIN A.O.B  

No A.O.B  

SC/33/04/2015 ADJOURNEMENT 

There being no other business the chair requested Hon. Leah Kirui to 

pray a closing prayer.  

 

Approval  

Chairperson ééééééééééééé Sign ééééééééé.. 

 

Secretary ééééééééééééé.. ..Sign éééééééééé 
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Minutes of the Special Committee for 13 th  April 2015  

 

REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOMET COUNTY 

BOMET COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

MINUTES OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON 13TH APRIL 2015 AT 1:30PM 

(AFTERNOON) AT THE ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

1. Hon. Robert Serbai - Chair Person  

2. Hon. TapleleiRotich - Vice Chair  

3. Hon. Leah Kirui - Member  

4. Hon. Reuben Langõat- Member  

5. Hon. PhiliphSiele - Member  

6. Hon. Rose Boiyon - Member  

7. Hon. Samson Towett - Member  

8. Hon. BenardNgõeno- Member  

9. Hon. EvalineChepkemoi - Member  

10. Hon. Julius Korir- Member - Member  

11. Hon. SamwelBor - Member  

MEMBERS ABSENT WITHOUT APOLOGY 

1. Hon. John Chepkwony - Member  

2. Hon. Wilson Keter - Member  
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IN ATTENDANCE 

Timothy Kipkirui - Secretary  

Agenda  

7. Preliminaries  

8. Confirmation of previous minutes  

9. Matters arising  

10. Way forward on writing the report  

11. A.O.B 

12. Adjournment  

SC/34/04/2015 MIN Preliminaries  

The chair called the meeting to order at exactly 1:30 and Hon. 

SamwelBor opened the meeting with a word of prayer.  

SC/35/04/2015 Confirmation  of Previous Minutes  

Differed to the next meeting hence no matters arising  

SC/36/04/2015 Way forward  

The chair informed the members of the importance of the meeting 

was to discuss the way forward owing to the fact that there was no 

facilitation for report writing that was schedule to take place in the 

weekend beginning Friday. He then welcomed the views from the 

members to assist in making the final decision.  

The members cited that owing to the fact that th ere was no 

facilitation to go and write a report, they requested the chair to 

request for more time. This was also in the view of the fact that the 

committee was time bound.  

Then committee then unanimously requested that as soon as the 

facilitation is read y the committee should be able to go and write a 

report and further they seek interpretation of the law of 10days 

provided.  
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The chairperson the requested that the secretary to consult with the 

legal office on the issue of 10 days in the law and respond to the 

committee on time.  

SC/37/04/2015 MIN A.O.B  

No A.O.B  

SC/37/04/2015 Adjournment  

There being no other business the meeting adjourned until a next 

communication. The chair requested Hon. Rose Boiyon to pray a 

closing prayer.  

 

Approval  

Chairpersonééééééééééé. Sign ééééééééééé. 

Secretary éééééééééééé. Sign ééééééééééé. 
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Annexure 3 : Response  Letter to the committee on 9 th  April 

2015  
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Annexure 4 :AdHoc Committee on overdraft Letter to the C.E.C  
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Annexure 5 : Approved  Budget for County Assembly for FY 

2014/2015  
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Annexure 6 :Bomet County Appropriation (Amendment) Act, 

2014  
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